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ABSTRACT
Assimilating real-time sensor data into simulations is an effective approach for improving pre-
dictive abilities. However, integrating complex simulation models, e.g., discrete event simulation
models and agent-based simulation models, is a challenging task. That is because classical data
assimilation techniques, such as Kalman Filter, rely on the analytical forms of system transition
distribution, which these models do not have. Sequential Monte Carlo methods are a class of
most extensively used data assimilation algorithms which recursively estimate system states using
Bayesian inference and sampling technique. They are non-parametric filters and thus can work
effectively with complex simulation models. Despite of the advantages of Sequential Monte Carlo
methods, simulation systems do not automatically fit in data assimilation framework. In most
cases, it is a difficult and tedious task to carry out data assimilation for complex simulation models.
In addition, Sequential Monte Carlo methods are statistical methods developed by mathematicians
while simulation systems are developed by researchers in particular research fields other than math.
There is a need to bridge the gap of theory and application and to make it easy to apply SMC
methods to simulation applications. This dissertation presents a general framework integrating
simulation models and data assimilation, and provides guidance of how to carry out data assimi-
lation for dynamic system simulations. The developed framework formalizes the data assimilation
process by defining specifications for both simulation models and data assimilation algorithms. It
implements the standard Bootstrap Particle Filtering algorithm and a new Sensor Informed Parti-
cle Filter, (SenSim) to support effective data assimilation. The developed framework is evaluated
based on the application of wildfire spread simulation, and experiment results show the effective-
ness of data assimilation. Besides the framework, we also developed an open source software toolkit
named as Data Assimilation Framework Toolkit to make it easy for researchers to carry out data
assimilation for their own simulation applications. A tutorial example is provided to demonstrate
the data assimilation process using this data assimilation toolkit.
INDEX WORDS: Data Assimilation, Sequential Monte Carlo methods, particle
filter, simulation, sensor, general framework,toolkit
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In recent days, a lot of complex simulation models have been developed to study complicated
systems [1], such as wildfire, traffic [2, 3, 4], social network [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], and crowd behaviors
[10, 11, 12] shown in Figure 1.1. The liability and accuracy of simulation models depend largely on
two factors, the data used in the simulation and the fidelity of models.
For example, in wildfire spread simulation, the simulation relies on terrain data, vegetation
data, and weather data in the wildfire area. Due to the dynamic and stochastic nature of wildfire,
it is impossible to obtain all these data with no error. For example, the weather data used in a
simulation is typically obtained from local weather stations in a time-based manner(e.g. , every
30 minutes). Before the next data arrives, the weather is considered unchanged in the simulation
model. This is different from the reality where the real weather constantly changes (e.g., due to the
mutual influences between wildfires and the weather). On the other hand, the simulation models
introduces errors as well. There always exists the discrepancy between simulation models and real
systems, no matter how hard you try to build a perfect model. That is because modeling [13], in
terms of complex simulation systems, is only an abstraction of the real world.
From the wildfire example, we can learn that data plays an important role in computer simula-
tions. As discussed in [14], data evolves in almost every aspect of modeling process, such as model
design, calibration and validation. However, not all data is considered applicable for simulations.
Most models in the early age of computer simulation are developed only based on the history data
from observation or statistic record of a real system. And real-time data is not considered as useful
as history data. Part of the reason is that history data is more available for most of real systems at
that time and simulations are traditionally used as off-line tools without assimilating observation
data. Another reason is that, as O¨ren and Ziegler point out in [15], conventional simulation tech-
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niques lacks tools for managing data. It is possible that better simulation results can be obtained
if real time data can be utilized correctly since it always contains the most current and reliable
information of system states. Later on, [16] proposed the concept of Dynamic Data Drive Appli-
cation System (DDDAS) , which “entails the ability to dynamically incorporate additional data
into an executing application, and in reverse, the ability of an application to dynamically steer the
measurement (instrumentation and control) components of the application system.” With archival
or on-line observation of the real system, DDDAS can offer more accurate analysis, predictions and
more reliable outcomes. To ensure the promise of DDDAS, it requires the advance of mathematical
and statistical algorithms[16], which assures stable and robust convergences under perturbations
induced by dynamic data inputs. Statistical algorithms and analysis is also the foundation of data
assimilation technique which assimilating observed data into the model for better analysis and pre-
3diction. As observation data become more and more available, it is possible that by making use of
the real time data, simulation prediction and estimation can be significantly improved.
1.2 Problem Statement
Data assimilation technique has achieved significant success in fields such as atmospheric, cli-
mate, and ocean modeling in terms of optimal system estimation. However, even with the possibility
of better analysis and prediction, not many existing work can be found which combines data as-
similation with simulation models. This is because conventional estimation techniques, such as
Kalman Filter, only works on models with analytic structures from which functional forms of prob-
ability distributions can be derived. But for complex simulation systems, analytic system models
are rarely available. For example, in agent-based simulations, the overall system behavior emerges
from behaviors of individual agents and their interactions [17].
Data assimilation is generally comprehended as the procedure of combining observation data
with system models to produce improved estimates of interested variables[18]. The general process
can be simplified as shown in Figure 1.2. Simulation models used to take current states as the
input and output next system states if without data assimilation. And the accuracy of a model
would simply base on the model itself. As is shown in Figure 1.2, data assimilation algorithm
receives measurement from the simulation (current state) and observation from the real system.
With both measurement and observation available, data assimilation algorithm generates optimal
estimation of the system state and send it to the simulation model. Then the simulation model
takes both the feedback and current system state to generate the next system state. Theoretically,
if data assimilation algorithm plays its role, then the real time sensor data can be utilized to better
estimate current state. The positive feedback would help simulation model to produce more accurate
prediction of the next system state.
There are two important data assimilation methodologies: statistical or optimal interpolation,
and variational analysis[19, 20, 21]. Variational analysis attempts to combine observations and
background information in an optimal way to produce the best possible estimate of initial states.
Three- and four-dimensional variational data assimilation, for example, are extensively used for
4Figure 1.2. Data Assimilation Process
assimilation of atmosphere, ocean and weather forecasting. Optimal interpolation can be considered
as a reduced version of Kalman Filter, which forms the error covariance matrix from propagation of
model dynamic instead of predefined constants. The problem of both methods are that only linear
models can be applied in order to get optimal estimates. Therefore, Kalman Filter methods are often
used to estimate system states when system dynamic can be described by linear models. However,
Kalman Filter and its variants mainly work with numerical models that have analytical expressions,
e.g., those specified by differential equations. These methods are unable to improve the estimation
if a simulation model is non-linear. In fact, for most complex simulation systems, analytic forms of
system transition model are not available. In these cases, alternative data assimilation algorithms
can be applied, among which Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods, also known as Particle
Filters, are the best choice. SMC methods are non-parametric filters which do not reply on local
linearisation technique or any crude functional approximation [22], which are effective solutions for
complex simulation models.
Although SMC methods rely little on simulation models, simulation systems do not automat-
ically fit in data assimilation. In common cases, simulation models are not designed to handle real
time data, which costs extra work to integrate with data assimilation technique. For example, as is
shown in figure 1.2, measurement is needed for SMC methods to evaluate the weight of a particle
while most simulation models do not have. In fact, to prepare simulation models for data assimi-
5lation usually takes much time and efforts. In addition, different data assimilation technique also
has its own limits. It is preferable to implement different data assimilation algorithms to address a
specific estimation problem. Therefore, it can be extremely challenging if the simulation model is
complicated or the algorithm is not available in the specific programming environment, or both in
most cases.
1.3 Solution
In this dissertation, we propose a general framework integrating simulation models and data
assimilation, which provides the guidance of how to build a data assimilation system for simulation
models. This framework formalizes the data assimilation process by defining specifications for both
simulation models and data assimilation algorithms It implements the standard Bootstrap Particle
Filtering algorithm and a new Sensor Informed Particle Filter, (SenSim) to support effective data
assimilation. The developed framework is evaluated based on the application of wildfire spread sim-
ulation, and experiment results show the effectiveness of data assimilation. Besides the framework,
we also developed an open source software toolkit named as Data Assimilation Toolkit to make it
easy for researchers to carry out data assimilation for their own simulation applications. A tuto-
rial example is provided to demonstrate the data assimilation process using this data assimilation
toolkit.
1.4 Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, related work of data as-
similation is introduced. The basics of Sequential Monte Carlo methods are presented in Chapter
??. In Chapter 3, the proposed data assimilation framework is discussed in details. Chapter 4
presents the evaluation example of DEVS-FIRE data assimilation system, and detail analysis of
SenSim method is also included. In Chapter 5, the design of data assimilation software toolkit is
introduced. The programming guide of how to use our software is provided by given a step-by-step
tutorial of building data assimilation system from a simple DEVS simulation model in Chapter 6.
In the end, we will conclude all the work in Chapter 7.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Background
Data assimilation employs observed data into the system model to produce a time sequence
of estimated system states[18]. By utilizing the most recent observation at every time step, more
accurate system states and better predictions can be obtained. There are two important data
assimilation methodologies: statistical or optimal interpolation, and variational analysis[19]. Vari-
ational analysis attempts to combine observations and background information in an optimal way
to produce the best possible estimate of initial states. Three- and four-dimensional variational data
assimilation, for example, are extensively used for assimilation of atmosphere, ocean and weather
forecasting. Optimal interpolation can be considered as a reduced version of Kalman Filter, which
forms the error covariance matrix from propagation of model dynamic instead of predefined con-
stants. The problem of both methods are that only linear models can be applied in order to get
optimal estimates. Therefore, Kalman Filter methods are often used to estimate system states when
system dynamic can be described by linear models.
Data assimilation is an effective approach to decrease simulation errors; it assimilates real time
observation data into running simulations to produce improved estimates [18, 23]. It is an important
component of Dynamic Data Driven Applications Systems (DDDAS) as advocated in [16]. In
“model-data ecosystems” [24] , data assimilation plays critical roles in simulation and information
integration. From the view of probability theory, it is the process of calculating posterior probability
distributions of system states, given prior distributions and observation data, that is, a Bayesian
inference procedure [25] . Under dynamic state space model assumptions, posterior distributions
can be derived in an iterative manner following Bayesian theorem as shown in [22]. Important
estimation techniques used in data assimilation include Kalman filter[26] mean and covariance.
This works when system states follow Gaussian distributions and the state transition is linear.
7When the linearity assumption is not true, various linearization techniques have been proposed,
resulting in many Kalman filter variants such as the extended Kalman filter, uncented Kalman
filter [27], and ensemble Kalman filter [28]. The optimal interpolation techniques construct a cost
function and find the maximum posteriori estimation by solving the corresponding optimization
problem. Important optimal interpolation techniques include 3D-VAR, 4D-VAR [29], and Physical-
space Statistical Analysis System (PSAS) [30]. Another group of estimation techniques are based
on SMC methods. They approximate the sequence of probability distributions of interest using a
large set of random samples, named particles. For systems with strongly nonlinear behavior, SMC
methods are more effective than the wildly used Kalman filter and its extensions.
2.2 Related Work
Many literature can be found using data assimilation technique to improve the prediction
results of simulation systems [31, 32]. However, only a few can be found in terms of behavior
simulation models, and these are mainly developed by our group. Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2
list the data assimilation work that is applied to simulation models with analytical forms, based
on Kalman Filters and SMC methods. In Section 2.2.3, SMC based data assimilation for behavior
simulation models is listed.
2.2.1 Kalman Filter on Simulation Systems
[33] used enhanced versions of the ensemble Kalman filter to estimate fire states. [23] investi-
gated the potential of assimilating satellite retrievals of land surface temperature for the Catchment
land surface model and the Noah land surface model. [34] compared optimal interpolation tech-
niques with the ensemble Kalman filter in the context of global deterministic numerical weather
prediction when assimilating meteorological observations
Specially, in traffic simulation, Kalman Filter and its variants were widely used. Extended
Kalman filter (EKF), for instance, was applied in [35, 36, 37, 38]. [37] presented traffic states
estimation and prediction based on a cell transmission model transcribed in a closed analytical
state-space form. In [35, 36, 38] a different stochastic macro traffic flow model, Lighthill-Whitham-
8Richards (LWR) partial differential equation (PDE) model [39, 40], was implemented to estimate
freeway traffic states. Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), another deterministic filter algorithm was
also applied for traffic state estimation based on a compositional traffic model [41]. Different from
EKF, UKF used weighted samples to represent the target distribution deterministically.
2.2.2 Sequetial Monte Carlo Methods on Simulation Systems
[42] employed SMC methods to estimate positions of moving targets by sensor measured signals
from a wireless network [43] presented the progresses of the coupled ocean-sea ice data assimilation
system [44] applied SMC methods on a process-based distributed hydrologic model; [45] applied
SMC methods to improve robot localization by assimilating Ultra-Wide-Band range measurements;
[46] used an extended SMC method to track objects in video sequences where HSV color histogram
based observation was constructed from image frames; [47] presents particle filter framework based
on a hybrid stochastic model and compares the estimation results between PF and UKF with
respect to accuracy and complexity. In [48], particle filter is applied to conduct a multi-step speed
prediction using speed measurements based on a combination model of both the LWR model and
the Van Aerde traffic stream model. Similar method is developed in [49], but with a different
second-order macroscopic traffic flow model.
2.2.3 Data Assimilation on Behavior Simulation Model
We started using SMC methods to assimilate sensor data to a wildfire simulation, DEVS-
FIRE, which was based on cellular automata [50, 51]. Later on, a more effective SMC algorithm is
proposed to further improve the prediction results in [52]. [53] applied Bootstrap particle filtering to
a smart environment simulation system, which assimilates sensor data to better estimate occupancy
information. This work was extended in [54] which applid behavior pattern detection to a smart
office case study example and discuss how the detected behavior pattern can inform the data
assimilation. [55] also presents SpSIR, a spatially-dependent sequential importance resampling, in
order to solve the performance problem of high dimensional spatial temporal system. For traffic
9Figure 2.1. Dynamic state space system
simulation, [56] also assimilates sensor data to estimate congestion area and accident, via Bootstrap
and SenSim particle filter.
2.3 Sequential Monte Carlo Methods
Data assimilation can be considered as optimal estimation problems for dynamic state space
models. As discussed previously, if the models are linear and Gaussian, classic Bayesian inference
methods like Kalman Filter is enough to solve the problems. However, the wildfire simulation model
and other complex simulation models are neither linear nor Gaussian. So the estimation for these
systems cannot use those methods.
Sequential Monte Carlo methods or Particle filtering methods have become a very popular class
of algorithms to solve this kind of estimation problems ever since their introduction since 1993 [22].
These methods are now routinely used in fields as diverse as computer vision, econometric, robotic
and navigation [22]. In this section, to lay the groundwork for Particle filter with our “Sensim”
method, an overview of sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods and the dynamic state space model
will be provided. As one of the most commonly known variants of particle filter methods, Bootstrap
Particle Filter [1], will be introduced in this section as a practical implementation of SMC methods.
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2.4 Dynamic State Space Model
The dynamic state space model defines the relation between system states and their observa-
tions. Both of them are considered as time sequences over time {t | t ∈ N}: the system state at
time t is termed as st and the observation at time t is mt.
A system state transition function is defined to explain how a system state evolves with time
as shown in Equation (2.1)
st = f(st−1, ut) (2.1)
where f is the system state transition function (also referred as system transition function or
transition function); st and st−1 are the system states at time t and t− 1 respectively, ut is a vector
of other inputs that may include random variables. With the probability distribution of ut−1,
given st−1, the next state st can be considered as a random variable and described by probability
distributions, termed as
p(st | st−1). (2.2)
Although the system state st cannot be directly derived from the system transition function
f , there exists a corresponding observation for each st. The observation function (or measurement
function) is defined as in (2.3)
mt = g(st, vt) (2.3)
where g is an observation function, st is a system state at time t, vt is a vector of other inputs
that may contain random variables; and mt is the observation of st. Similarly, with the probability
distribution of vt, mt can be described as a probability distribution conditionally on st (usually
referred as observation distribution):
p(mt | st) (2.4)
The relationship among system states, observations, state transition function and observation
function is shown in Figure 2.1. State transition model p(st | ss−1) is a first order Markov process,
which means state st depends only on st−1; p(st | st−1) is the observation model that maps system
states to observations. If the transition function has some uncertain variables, st would be difficult
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Figure 2.2. SMC procedure
to derive directly from st−1. Since the observation at each time step is available, data assimilation
method can utilize the observation to estimate system state at current step.
2.5 Sequential Monte Carlo Methods
Sequential Monte Carlo methods are a general class of Monte Carlo methods that sample
sequentially from a sequence of target probability densities [22]. They use Bayesian inference and
stochastic sampling techniques to recursively estimate the state of dynamic systems from some given
observations [57]. As a sample-based variant of Bayes filters, SMC methods employ a set St which
includes N weighted samples, termed as
St = {〈s(i)t , w(i)t 〉|i = 1, · · · , N} (2.5)
where each s
(i)
t is a system state, and w
(i)
t is a non-negative numerical factor called importance
weight that associated with the state. The total weight of {w(i)t |i = 1, · · · , N} sums up to 1.
The basic algorithm of SMC methods includes 3 major steps: Sampling, weight updating, and
resampling. As is shown in Figure 2.2, the circle with several solid dots represents the system state
set. Each of the element in the set is called particle. The size of the dots represents the weight of
each particle: The larger the size, the larger the weight. Before sampling by the state transition
function, all the weights of each particle are set to be equal to each other. Then the posterior states
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of each particle are then weighted based on the difference between observations of particles and
the “true” state. The weight is larger when the difference is small. The updated particle will be
re-sampled according to the weight, which represents the probability distribution for each particle.
The larger the weight, the more likely the particle will be chosen. The last step is to assign equal
weights to each particle and move on to estimate the states at next time step.
When system transition distribution p(st | st−1) and observation distribution p(mt | st) are
available, starting from an initial sample set of s0, a SMC algorithm iteratively draws samples
and updates their importance weights to approximate the posterior distribution. The algorithm to
implement the above procedure is named as Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) algorithm:
w′(st) = w(st−1)
p(st | st−1)p(mt | st)
q(st | st−1,mt) (2.6)
where w′ is the importance weight function, and q(st | st−1,mt) is the proposal distribution; system
transition distribution p(st | st−1) is also called prior distribution. To solve the sample degeneracy
problem, the resampling step [58] is introduced to SIS, and the normalized weight w(st) is denoted
as follows [1]:
w(st) ≈ w
′(st)∑N
i=1 w
′(s(i)t )
(2.7)
This algorithm is then named as Sequential Importance Sampling with Resampling (SISR),
which is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Sequential Importance Sampling with Resampling (SISR)
/* Initialization */
1 Draw {s(i)0 | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} from q(s0 | m0) ; // q(s0 | m0) is the proposal
distribution
2 for i = 1→ N do
3 w′(s(i)0 )← w(st−1)
p(s0)p(m0 | s0)
q(s0 | m0) ;
4 for i = 1→ N do
5 w(s
(i)
0 )←
w′(s(i)0 )∑N
k=1w
′(s(k)0 )
;
/* Iterative Sampling, Weight Updating and Resampling */
6 for j = 1→ t do
7 for i = 1→ N do
8 Sampling :
9 Draw s(i)j from q(sj | sj−1,mj) ;
10 s
(i)
0:j ← (s(i)0:j−1, s(i)j ) ;
11 Weight Updating :
12 w′(s(i)0:j)← w′(s(i)0:j−1)
p(sj | sj−1)p(mj | sj)
q(sj | sj−1,mj) ;
13 Resampling:
14 Draw {s(i)0:j | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} from
∑N
i=1
w′(s(i)0:j)∑N
k=1w
′(s(k)0:j )
δ(s0:j − s(i)0:j) ;
15 for i = 1→ N do
16 w(s
(i)
0:j) =
1
N
;
17 return {〈s(i)t , w(i)t 〉|i = 1, · · · , N}.
To minimize the importance weight variance, the proposal distributions need to be proportional
to p(stst−1)p(mtst) [22], which gives the optimal structure of proposal distributions as summarized
in equation (2.8).
qopt(st | st−1,mt) ∝ p(st | st−1)p(mt | st) (2.8)
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However, it is usually not practical to directly draw samples from the optimal proposal distri-
bution, and a widely used proposal distribution is the system transition distribution p(st | st−1). By
replacing proposal distribution with system transition distribution, p(st | st−1) and q(st | st−1,mt)
are canceled. As a result, the weight updating equation (2.6) is reduced to:
w′(st) = w(st−1)p(mt | st) (2.9)
Thanks to the substitution, the weight has now become the likelihood of the system state, which
makes it much easier to calculate.
This algorithm is named as Bootstrap Particle Filter algorithm, which has been applied to all
kinds of dynamic state space systems. Our previous work proposed to improve the performance of
wildfire simulation system is also based on Bootstrap filter.
Therefore, the system transition distribution p(st | st−1) and the observation distribution p(mt |
st) needs to be constructed in order to perform data assimilation. The method to construct these
distributions under our framework will be discussed in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
DATA ASSIMILATION FRAMEWORK
3.1 Overview
In order to make data assimilation technique more available for behavior simulation models,
we develop this data assimilation framework. The ultimate goal of data assimilation system is to
utilize real time sensor data to improve system state estimation of behavior simulation model via
Sequential Monte Carlo methods. In this framework, the simulation model is formalized as a special
system so that this framework can accommodate as many model as possible. On the other hand,
SMC methods are also abstracted as general algorithms in order to make the framework doesn’t
rely on one specific algorithm, for example, Bootstrap. Furthermore, the data assimilation system
that build under our framework is supposed to be moduler, which can be easily extended for other
SMC based algorithms.
To achieve this goal, the framework is defined in 3 different aspects, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Firstly, from the structure point of view, we define data assimilation system as a composition of
several components. With all components implemented, this system is then formalized as a Sensor
Monitored Spatial Temporal System that will be discussed in detail. Secondly, the algorithm is
Figure 3.1. Framework Overview
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defined to describe the essential flow of data assimilation system, including the basic steps of SMC
methods. The Bootstrap filter, as well as the effective SenSim filter is also introduced to further
explain how the framework makes algorithms flexible. The experiment design defines a structured
approach to build data assimilation system based on our framework and outlines the process of
validating or evaluating data assimilation system. The idea of identical twin experiment is also
introduced as an important experiment paradigm.
3.2 Data Assimilation System
Data assimilation system is the foundation of our framework, which defines the components
that build up the whole system. The structure of data assimilation system is shown in Figure
3.2. As is shown, there are 6 components in data assimilation system, which are simulation model,
sensors, observation, system state, transition function and measurement function. The center is the
simulation model, which is a behavior simulation model specifically. It is considered as the core of
data assimilation system, because it models the real system and drive the simulation. However, only
a behavior simulation model cannot build up a data assimilation system. More components need
to be developed based on the model. Data assimilation system requires real time data input, so
the sensor and observation component is as the source and representation of this input respectively.
Data assimilation algorithm assimilates the real time data to estimate the system state, which needs
to be specified as the goal of a data assimilation system.
Figure 3.2. System Structure
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3.2.1 Specifications
The specific definition of each component is illustrated in this section.
3.2.1.1 Simulation Model In order to build up a data assimilation system, the simulation
model has to meet the following conditions. Firstly, the simulation model is complete, which includes
everything that needed to simulate the real system. In other words, the behavior model has already
been thoroughly developed. Secondly, the ability to extend or modify the simulation model is
enforced, since all other components will be supported by the simulation model. For example, if the
simulation model is deterministic, stochastic component needs to be added so that it will become
a dynamic state space model.
3.2.1.2 Sensors In a real system, sensors are deployed to retrieve related information of
system state, which helps researchers or operators learn more about the current condition. In data
assimilation system, sensors have to be modeled in the simulation model as well, even if the real
system does not deploy sensors. Specifically, sensor location, sensor type, detection range, and the
information it retrieves need to be defined in the system. In addition, sensor information can be
retrieved at every simulation step.
3.2.1.3 Observation Observation is eventually an important input of data assimilation
algorithms. The source of observation can be sensor reading when real system is equipped with
sensors, or archival data recorded from real system. The format of observation should be a time
series of sensor reading with specified sensor location, detection area and other related information.
3.2.1.4 System State System state is actually involves in both simulation model and data
assimilation algorithm. In simulation, system state contains essential information that needs to ad-
vance the simulation process, while in data assimilation algorithm system state contains everything
needs to be estimated. For example, in an agent-based traffic simulation model, system state should
contain all agents’ position, velocity, acceleration and other information in order to determine the
next state. It can also include the average velocity at certain areas, if the average velocity is what
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researchers want to estimated. Besides, system states are ”transparent” or ”hidden”, which means
they cannot be directly observed and can only be accessed through measurement function.
3.2.1.5 Transition Function Transition function is extended from simulation model
which is used to sample next possible system state in data assimilation system. It is defines as
the system dynamics: st = f(st−1, ut). If the simulation model is deterministic, random component
ut needs to be implemented. If the system state contains extra information to be estimated, system
transition also need alteration to accommodate the extra input.
3.2.1.6 Measurement Function Measurement function maps the system state to obser-
vation and is defined as mt = M(st, vt) To be notable, observation and measurement need to be
consistent with same level of granularity. That is to say, if observation from sensor is lower level in-
formation, measurement cannot be aggregated value from higher level. For example, if observation
is average velocity, then measurement cannot be velocity of each vehicle. Besides, measurement is
also sensor-dependent, which should be constructed according to how the sensor is modeled.
3.2.2 Sensor Monitored Spatial Temporal System
To summarize all the components, “sensor monitored spatial-temporal systems” is formulated.
To set the stage for our data assimilation framework, we consider spatial temporal systems and
assume sensors are deployed to collect (observation) data for these systems.
A sensor monitored spatial-temporal system is defined as a seven-tuple [59], denoted as follows:
< A,S,F ,M, C,∆s,∆c >
A is the system area, denoting the two dimensional area on which the system is studied; S is the
system state that consists of all possible system information; F is the simulation transition function
that describes the advance of a system state:
st = F(st−1, θt−1) (3.1)
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in which θt−1 denotes other inputs containing random variables. Notably, this transition function
refers to the simulation model that the next system state can be simulated from the current state
with other inputs. M is the measurement function which determines the true sensor reading given
a system state and a sensor location.
r =M(st,Am , p) (3.2)
where r is a true sensor reading that is a vector of nr dimension; p ∈ A is a sensor location;Am ⊆ A
is a sub-area in area A; st,Am is a local system state of system area Am at time t. C = {ci =<
mi, pi, Di >| pi ∈ A,Di ⊆ A, 1 ≤ i ≤ nc} is the sensor set that consists of sensor locations, detection
range and the sensor reading: for the ith sensor ci, mi is the observed sensor reading, pi is the sensor
location, and Di is the detection area; ∆s defines the distance function of two system states, which
is used to update importance weights, while ∆c, distance function of two sensor reading, is used to
construct the observation distribution.
Besides, the data assimilation framework also has the following assumptions.
1. System state can be broken into several local states and the local states can reconstruct the
system states, if the union of these local states is the same as system state.
2. The analytic forms of transition and measurement function are unknown, but can be used as
black-boxes.
3. Based on the sensor reading and measurement model, the system state sample can be drawn
easily.
Given such a sensor monitored spatial-temporal system, the transition distribution and obser-
vation distribution proposed mentioned then can be constructed accordingly.
3.2.2.1 System Transition Distribution Given the simulation transition F in Equation
(3.1), the transition function f is constructed as:
st = f(st−1, θt−1) = fu(F(st−1, θt−1), ut−1) (3.3)
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where F is the simulation model defined transition function, θt−1 is the model input vector, ut−1
is the noise that models the error of the simulation model, and fη is the function applying noise
to the model output. Randomness in θt−1 is further broken down into two categories: random
model parameters θd and random moves of static model parameters s. Random model parameters
θd are model inputs that are represented by random variables. For example, in many atmosphere
models, wind speeds are usually represented as Gaussian distributed variables with means and
variances. Random moves of static model parameters θs are the changes artificially added to
static model inputs, and they enable SMC methods to search better static parameters. All the
other imperfections of simulation models are considered as a noise u(t− 1), and they are added to
simulated state F(st−1, θt−1) through fu. In simple cases, it may be the same Kalman filter, that
is, an additive Gaussian white noise. In more general cases, it is conditional on F(st−1, θt−1), and
added to system states using an approach. For example, in wildfire data assimilation [50], it is
defined as a graph noise and applied only on the fire front.
To draw a sample from p(st | st−1), samples of θd and θs are first drawn; using them as inputs,
the simulation model advances and produce a predicted system state; conditional on the simulation
result, a noise sample is drawn. After applying the noise sample to the model output, a sample of
p(st | st−1) is obtained. Specific applications may only employ a subset of these random components.
For example, they may have no random parameter, or be unnecessary to add no random moves
when static parameters are accurate.
3.2.2.2 Observation Distribution With sensor reading vectormt, the corresponding sim-
ulated sensor readings of a system state st are:
m′t = [M(st, pi)]nci=1 (3.4)
where pi is the location of the ith sensor.
The difference vector from the simulated sensor readings m′t to the real readings mt is then
calculated from the reading distance function 4c, and we model it as a multivariate Gaussian
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distributed:
(mt −m′t) = [[∆c(mt,i,M(st, pi))](i = 1)nc ∼MN(0,Σ), (3.5)
where MN(0,Σ) is a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a zero mean vector and a covari-
ance matrix = [ij]nc×nc , nc is the number of sensors. Single sensor measurement error is expressed
by the variance coefficients of Σ (that is, {[σi]2 = ρii | 1 ≤ i ≤ nc}), and spatial correlation of sensor
readings is expressed by the covariance coefficients of Σ (that is, ρij | 1 ≤ i ≤ nc, 1 ≤ j ≤ nc, ij).
When it is hard to determine ρij, spatial distance based correlation model can be employed to
estimate the covariance coefficients, that is, set ρij as:
ρij = σiσjCorr(dij) (3.6)
where Corr : R→ [−1, 1] is a spatial correlation estimation function, dij is the Euclidean distance
from the ith sensor to the j − th sensor. Four families of spatial correlation functions have been
summarized in [60], and the one best fits the physical process of an specific application should be
employed to estimate ρij.
The observation distribution probability density function can be derived by rewriting Equation
(3.5) into:
p(mt | st) = MN(m′t,Σ) =
exp(−1
2
(δm)
TΣ−1δm)
(2pi)
nc
2 |Σ|nc2 (3.7)
δm = [∆c(mt,i,M(st, pi))]nci=1 (3.8)
Given a simulation model, and the above defined p(st | st−1) and p(mt | st), Bootstrap data
assimilation can be easily performed following steps in Algorithm 1. However, as well recognized in
SMC literature, when true system states are far away from domain knowledge embedded in models
(for example, when a rare event happens), the bootstrap filter may fail to improve model predictions
due to no particles are close to the true state. We further solve this problem by introducing the
“Sensim” method in Section 3.3.3.1.
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Figure 3.3. Data assimilation based on SMC methods
3.3 Data Assimilation Algorithm
As discussed in Chapter 1, we choose Sequential Monte Carlo methods as the data assimilation
algorithm for our framework. The beauty of SMC methods is that it is non-parametric and works
on non-linear models. In this section, we will briefly review the basic steps of SMC methods and
introduce how Bootstrap and SenSim particle filter is implemented for behavior simulation model.
3.3.1 Review of SMC methods
As introduced in Chapter ??, Sequential Monte Carlo methods are a general class of Monte
Carlo methods that sample sequentially from a sequence of target probability densities [22]. When
applied to simulation models, the procedure can be summarized in Figure 3.3. In this figure, the
solid rectangle represents the basic step of SMC algorithm, and rectangles with dashed edges are
the components defined in the previous section. At time step t− 1, via system transition function
system state st−1 is sampled to generate next possible system states s′t, which is a set of particles.
Then the measurement function, by collecting information from the deployed sensors, maps s′t
to measurement Mt, which is then input together with real observation mt into weight updating.
Importance weights of each sample are calculated based on the difference between measurement and
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Figure 3.4. Bootstrap filter based data assimilation framework
observation. The final step is to resample all possible system states according to the importance
weights. After resampling, the process advances to next time step t+1 and iteratively proceed until
finishing instructions are given.
3.3.2 Bootstrap Particle Filter
As is mentioned in 2.5, the Bootstrap Particle Filter algorithm replaces proposal distribu-
tion with system transition distribution. Thanks to the formalization of Sensor Monitored Spatial
Temporal System, to sample from system transition distribution p(st | st−1) and measurement dis-
tribution p(mt | st) is simple and convenient. Therefore, the data assimilation framework based on
the Bootstrap filter can be generalized in Figure 3.4.
As is shown in Figure 3.4, at step t− 1, N system state samples are generated. These particles
are assigned equal weight of 1
N
. When observation data is available at time t, each of the particles
is sampled via system transition function. For each particle, likelihood is then calculated from the
new state and the observation at t through an observation distribution. After that, weights are
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updated via equation (2.9). Resampling step samples the particles based on the updated weight
and normalizes the weight of every chosen particle afterward. Consequently, at step t+1, a group of
equal-weight particles is generated. Then this process can be iteratively applied so that the system
state can be estimated at every time step.
3.3.3 “Sensim” Particle Filter
Although Bootstrap is convenient and straightforward, it is still not the best choice for all
simulation models. Using Bootstrap Particle Filter, effectiveness of data assimilation is limited
because samples are only generated from simulation models without taking into consideration of
the most recent observations. It only use the real time observation as an indicator to quantify
how close the sample and real system state are, and does not help the system model to produce
better samples, As a result, when uncertainty of the simulation models is much larger than the
observation model (i.e. peaked likelihood), or when rare events happen, this approach may achieve
unsatisfactory results. In order to make the best use of observation, Particle Fitler with sensor
informed proposal distribution, named ”SenSim” Particle Filter, is proposed.
In this section, the detail design of “Sensim” framework is presented, which is organized as
follows. At first, we describes how to use a 3 − step sampling algorithm to generate samples that
conform to the “Sensim” proposal distribution. Afterwards, the reason why and how kernel method
is employed to update the importance weight is then discussed.
3.3.3.1 “Sensim” Proposal As discussed in Section 2.5, the optimal proposal distribution
is proportional to p(st | st−1)p(mt | st), and it implies that a system state with both high transition
probability density and high likelihood is likely to have a high probability density in the optimal
proposal distribution. Following this principle, a sampling algorithm is proposed to generate system
state samples that potentially have a high density value of p(st | st−1) and a high likelihood of
p(mt | st). This algorithm utilizes the knowledge from both sensor readings and simulation models,
so the corresponding proposal distribution is named as “Sensim proposal”. Given the measured
sensor readings at time mt, and a system state sample s
(i)
t−1, , it generates the possible system states
at in 3 steps.
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Step-1: Simulation Model Generated State
Following steps in Section 3.2.2.1, a state sample s′(i)t is first drawn from system transition prior
distribution p(st | s(i)t−1). s′(i)t ) only holds the belief of simulation models because mt does not play
any role in this step. Since s′(i)t is drawn from the distribution of p(st | s(i)t−1), it is more likely to have
higher p(s′(i)t | s(i)t−1); however, it may be far away from p(st | st−1)p(mt | st). For example, p(mtst)
could have a much narrower support than p(st | st−1) (that is, a peak likelihood), or p(mt | st) could
be inside the tail area of p(stst−1) (usually when rare events happen). To increase the likelihood,
based on (s′(i)t ) and the assumptions discussed in Section 3.2.2, local states may be modified based
on sensor readings.
Step-2: Sensor Reading Generated Local States
The system area A is partitioned into a collection of independent sub-areas:
{Aj | 1 ≤ j ≤ nA} ∪ {Acmp}
where Aj is covered by a cluster of sensor Tj; Acmp = A − ∪(nT )j=1Aj, and nA is the number of
local areas covered by sensors. s′(i)t can then be divided into a collection of local states according
to the partition:
{s′(i)t,Aj | 1 ≤ j ≤ nA} ∪ {s′
(i)
t,Acmp
}
For each local area Aj, a local state sample s
′′(i)
t,Aj
is then drawn from the local sensor proposal
p(sAj | Tj, s′(i)t ) as defined in Section 3.2.2. As a result, on each local area Aj, there are two possible
local states: s′(i)t,Aj from simulation models, and s
′′(i)
t,Aj
from sensor readings. s′(i)t,Aj is more likely to
bring a higher transition density value but lower likelihood than those of s′′(i)t,Aj ; on the other hand,
s′(i)t,Aj is inclined to produce high likelihoods but low transition density values. Thus, in certain
cases, such as a simulation model has much less uncertainty than a local sensor proposal, s′(i)t,Aj is
more likely to fail; in other cases, such as a rare event happens, only s′′(i)t,Aj may work. In order to
generate samples that have both effects, the next step will choose one of the sampled system states
as the final one, based on a predefined confidence parameter.
Step-3: Sampling Local States
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Depending on the accuracy and uncertainty levels of the simulation models and sensor readings,
confidence levels (in the range of [0, 1]) are respectively defined as c
Aj
sim and c
Aj
sen for each local area
Aj. For each , a local state sample s
(i)
t,Aj
is drawn from:
p(st,Aj | s′(i)t,Aj , s′′
(i)
t,Aj
) =
c
Aj
sim
c
Aj
sen + c
Aj
sim
δ(st,Aj − s′(i)t,Aj) +
c
Aj
sen
c
Aj
sen + c
Aj
sim
δ(st,Aj − s′′(i)t,Aj) (3.9)
A possible system state sample s′′(i)t is reconstructed from {s(i)t,Aj}nAj=1 ∪{s′
(i)
t,Acmp
}. By an overall
sensor reading confidence and an overall simulation model dence csim, a final system state sample
is drawn from simulation model generated s′(i)t and sensor reading affected s
′′(i)
t :
p(st | st−1,mt) = csim
csen + csim
δ(st − s′(i)t ) +
csen
csen + csim
δ(st − s′′(i)t )
“Sensim” proposal sampling is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Draw Samples from “Sensim” Proposal
Data: Proposal distribution q;
Result: Set of particles
/* Sampling from the simulation model */
1 Draw u
(i)
t from p(ut) ;
2 s′(i)t )← F(s(i)t−1, u(i)t )) ;
/* Sampling from sensor readings */
3 Partition s′(i)t to {s′(i)t,Aj | 1 ≤ j ≤ nA} ∪ {s′
(i)
t,Acmp
} ;
4 for j = 1→ nA do
5 Draw s′′(i)t,Aj from p(s
(i)
t,Aj
| Tj, s′(i)t )
/* Sampling local states */
6 for j = 1→ nA do
7 Draw s
(i)
t,Aj
from
p(st,Aj | s′(i)t,Aj , s′′
(i)
t,Aj
) =
c
Aj
sim
c
Aj
sen + c
Aj
sim
δ(st,Aj − s′(i)t,Aj) +
c
Aj
sen
c
Aj
sen + c
Aj
sim
δ(st,Aj − s′′(i)t,Aj)
8 s′′(i)t ← {s(i)t,Aj}nAj=1 ∪ {s′
(i)
t,Acmp
} ;
9 Draw s
(i)
t from p(st | st−1,mt) =
csim
csen + csim
δ(st − s′(i)t ) +
csen
csen + csim
δ(st − s′′(i)t ) ;
10 return s
(i)
t .
3.3.3.2 Importance Weight Estimation As is shown in Algorithm 1, updating impor-
tance weights for particles generated from SMC sampling steps requires analytic forms of p(st | st−1),
p(mt | st) and q(st | st−1,mt). This “Sensim” algorithm cannot simply follow the steps as Boot-
strap does because the proposal distribution is no longer the same as the prior distribution. Al-
though a convenient p(mt | st) can be obtained from sensor monitored space-temporal systems,
both p(st | st−1) and q(st | st−1,mt) are difficult to find a analytic form in most cases. In this
paper, Kernel Method is employed to estimate the probability density functions of system transi-
tion p(st | st−1) and proposal q(st | st−1,mt). Based on the approximation, the weight can now be
updated and the data assimilation can then be processed.
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The kernel method is a non-parametric method for density function estimation as presented in
[61]. In [62, 63], it was also used to improve the resampling step of SMC methods by reconstructing
posterior distributions from particles. It has been shown in [64] that with enough number of
particles, the estimation converges asymptotically and the approximation error vanishes. The rest
of this section, we will discuss how the kernel method is developed to estimate the probability
density functions.
3.3.3.3 Kernel Method Given a set of samples, {xi}ni=1, of a probability density function
p(x), the kernel method estimates this function as:
p(x) ≈ 1
nhnx
Σni=1K(
x− xi
h
) (3.10)
where K : Rnx → R where is a symmetric probability density function (named kernel function),
nx is the number of dimensions of x, and h > 0 is the bandwidth. Optimal K and h are the ones
minimizing the error from the true density function to the kernel estimated density function. In
our method, the most commonly used Gaussian Kernel with zero mean and unit variance is picked.
However, a selection of the optimal bandwidth is not straightforward. An adaptive bandwidth
selection method is introduced and detailed discussion will be presented at the end of this section.
To utilize the power of kernel function, extra corresponding samples need to be drawn from
the estimated distribution, which in this case the proposal distribution q(st|st−1,mt) and system
transition distribution p(st|st−1). As mentioned in 3.2.2.1, the samples from transition distribution
can be drawn by the simulation model and the samples from proposal distribution can be drawn by
following algorithm 2. Hence, the estimates of p(sit|sit−1) and q(sit|sit−1,mt) are obtained accordingly.
In each SMC updating iteration, this method increases the number of model executions from N
(the number of particles) to MN . It only requires constant extra memory because Equation (3.10)
can be sequentially calculated, and a sample xi can be discarded after K(
x− xi
h
) is evaluated.
Bandwidth Selection
In practice, the selection of an efficient method for the computation of h is a crucial problem.
If the bandwidth is too small, we will get an under smoothed estimator with high variability. On
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the other hand, if h is too large, the resulting estimator will be over smooth and farther from the
function that we are trying to estimate.
In the context of data assimilation, the extra samples are drawn for each time step. The
probability density functions to be estimated are largely different since the distance between two
time steps is beyond comparison. For example, if the interval of the simulation ∆t is too large,
differences between system states for adjacent steps will too large to share the same value of the
bandwidth. In order to deal with this difficulty, the bandwidth needs to be adaptive for each time
step.
A lot of literature has been presented to address this issue [65]. One of the proposed methods,
named Silverman Rule-of-Thumb bandwidth [66] is chosen to estimate p(sit|sit−1) and q(sit|sit−1,mt).
This method works with Gaussian kernel and is very simple to calculate. It is defined as follows:
h = σˆCν(k)n
− 1
2ν+1 (3.11)
where σˆ is the standard deviation, ν is the order of the kernel, and Cν(k) is a predefined constant
[66]. Since the standard second-order Gaussian kernel is used, the bandwidth can be simplified as
h = σˆn−
1
5 .
3.4 Experiment Design
With data assimilation system and algorithm at hand, the next step is to validate the system
and evaluate the algorithm before applying to the real world. We present in this section how to
design the data assimilation experiment for the purpose of validation and evaluation.
3.4.1 Build Data Assimilation System with SMC Methods
In previous Section 3.2, all components have been explicitly defined and in Section 3.3, how to
design a SMC algorithm is also elaborately introduced. However, simply implement all of them is not
enough to build a data assimilation system based on specific SMC methods, which requires adequate
integration. In order to guide the process, we introduce a routine of building up data assimilation
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Figure 3.5. Routine of building data assimilation system
system, which is shown in Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.5, a clear flow of building the system is presented.
Starting from define the system state, the goal of the data assimilation system is determined. Based
on the system state to be estimated, sensor type and observation can be defined accordingly. With
observation available, the next step is to design the specific data assimilation algorithm by breaking
it into sampling, weight updating, and resampling steps. Finally the simulation model needs to be
modified to implement system transition function and measurement function. System transition
function should be consistent to the sampling strategy of the algorithm, and it also need to consider
the extra information to be estimated. Measurement function depends on how observation is defined
and how importance weight is calculated. Follow this routine, the data assimilation system can be
easily constructed with no further concern about the problem of integration.
3.4.2 Identical Twin Experiment
To validate a data assimilation system is always difficult since the real system is not easy to be
observed. For example, for wildfire simulation, it is impractical to use a real wildfire for validation
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or evaluation. Even the recorded data is difficult to obtain in research experiments. Identical
twin experiment is the paradigm we choose to evaluate the data assimilation, which basically runs
a simulation system to serve as the “real” system. It does not only provide the convenience of
retrieving real time data, but also the opportunity to study the assimilation in ideal situations and
evaluate the proximity of the prediction to the true states in a controlled manner [59].
To test data assimilation system, two simulations have to be created: the “real system” and
“simulated system”. Assuming “simulated system” is different from the “real system”, they will
be created with different initial inputs or given other different conditions. The detail procedure
is illustrated in algorithm 3. After initialization, the main process of experiment is to iteratively
running data assimilation algorithm to estimate the system states. Measurement is generated after
both systems advanced to the next step and it is then used to update the weights of all samples.
The last step of data assimilation algorithm is to resample all particles according to the weight.
Then at the end of the iteration, for test purpose, simulation results are recorded.
Algorithm 3: Identical Twin Experiment Procedure
// Initialization
1 Create “real system” ;
2 Create “simulated system” ;
3 Create some samples(particles) form “simulated system” ;
// Run Experiment
4 for j = 1→ t do
5 Run “real system” by transition function ;
6 Run “simulated system” by transition funciton ;
7 Get measurement M from “real system” ;
8 Update the weights of all samples(particles) with measurement M ;
9 Resample the samples(particles) ;
10 Record the result for time step t; // Results can be recorded at any given step
11 return experiment results .
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3.4.3 Validation and Evaluation
The ultimate goal of identical twin experiment is to either validate or evaluate the data as-
similation system, which includes two different situations. The first one is to show that with data
assimilation , system states can be better estimated than without. The second is to compare the
developed data assimilation algorithm and prove that it outperform other algorithms. In both situ-
ations, accuracy of the estimation and efficiency of the system are the two basic indexes. Accuracy
can be obtained by the distance function of entire system states or by comparing the specially
concerned information, for example the location of an accident in traffic simulation. Efficiency can
simply be obtained by comparing the simulation time.
3.5 General Problems of Data Assimilation for Simulation Models
Data assimilation does not only take the observation into simulation models and process it as
extra information, but also, via data assimilation algorithm, generate better system state estimation
based on the observation. Data assimilation algorithms require the system model to be a dynamic
state space model, while in most cases simulation models are not. Dynamic state space model defines
the relation between system states and their observation by system transition and measurement
function.
st = f(st−1, µt) (3.12a)
mt = M(st, νt) (3.12b)
In equation (3.12a), f is the system transition which forwards the system by one time step. We
note that the time step t − 1 and t are used to indicate the stepwise nature of the process. The
actual time interval between two consecutive steps is usually defined by how often observation can
be obtained, for example, in every 30 minutes. The random component, denoted as µ, is included
in system transition function since this dynamic state space model has to be stochastic. There-
fore, the next state then becomes a stochastic variable which follows the probability distribution
p(st | st−1), termed as transition distribution. In equation (3.12b), M is the measurement function
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which generates observation from system state. st is the system state at time step t and νt is the
measurement noise. Similarly, mt, the measurement at time step t is conditionally dependent on
st, of which the probability distribution is p(mt | st).
We assume an arbitrary simulation model has a system transition function st′ = sim(st′−1)
which advances the simulation from time t′ − 1 to t′ . To become a dynamic simulation model, it
needs to be modified in several aspects.
First, system transition function of the simulation model should make sure the time is consistent
with the dynamic state space model, that is t′ ≡ t. In (3.12a), system state changes over time and
the simulation time advances by the given amount of time. For example, if system state st is
advanced by 4t, then the result state will be st+4t and the simulation time becomes t + 4t.
However, some simulation models do not inherently simulates in this way. For example, in DEVS
model, the simulation time will not be guaranteed when given a mount of time since the system
transition function of DEVS model advances the time according to scheduled events. A DEVS
model won’t be able to stop at a certain time unless a event is scheduled at the same time.
In addition, a measurement function needs to be implemented for simulation models, which
maps the system state to observation in every time step. This observation is one of the essential
component of data assimilation algorithms, which will be used for better estimation. However,
simulation models do not include this ability originally. Even dynamic data driven simulation
[67], which can take the real time sensor data as input, does not necessarily retrieve the data by
itself (through deployed sensor or history data). Therefore, we have to build up the measurement
function based on the system states to be estimated, and implement a component to define how the
observation is retrieved and what data can be observed. For example, in [56], we develop a sensor
component to deploy sensors along each road segment and define the sensor data as a composition
of average vehicle velocity and the number of vehicles in the detection area. The measurement
function maps the average behaviors on all road segments into a list of sensor data.
Furthermore, the simulation model is required to be a stochastic model instead of a determinis-
tic model. As is shown in equation (3.12a), system transition function requires a random component
so that the posterior system states follows system transition distribution. If the simulation model
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is a deterministic model, we need to add a random component to build a stochastic model. For
example, in our previous work [50], DEVS-FIRE model is originally a deterministic model. The
next fire state is determined by the fuel type of the burning area, as well as the wind speed and
direction. In order to perform data assimilation algorithm on DEVS-FIRE model, the wind speed
and direction have been changed to random variables that follows normal distribution with an aver-
age of a given (µ, σ). Besides, the design of the random component is related to the model error or
the measurement error. A good random noise would increase the possibility that a sampled system
state becomes closer to the real system state, or a sampled measurement is less biased than the
sensor data (sensors are likely to be incorrect). For example, in wildfire simulation, the real data
of wind speed and direction is observed in a sparse time interval. However, the wind direction and
speed is actually changing constantly in a real wildfire. There are chances that a random noise that
added to this parameters can be more accurate than the observed data, which results in higher
weight and more likely to be selected in re-sampling step.
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Chapter 4
EVALUATION OF DATA ASSIMILATION FRAMEWORK
In this chapter, we will use DEVS-FIRE data assimilation to evaluate the proposed framework
by implementing both Bootstrap and SenSim particle filter. We will compare the performance of
both algorithms and validate SenSim method through detailed analysis.
4.1 DEVS-FIRE
DEVS-FIRE is a wildfire spread and containment integrated simulation model. The fire spread
model of DEVS-FIRE[68] is a discrete event simulation model based on DEVS [69]. It simulates
a fire as a two dimensional cellular automata, where each cell defines its fire behavior along with
the interactions with other cells. The overall behavior of all the grids then represents the spreading
behavior of a fire.
The goal of DEVS-FIRE data assimilation system is to improve the estimation of current fire
front and the prediction of future fire front with sensor reading of temperature. Ground temperature
sensors are deployed at different locations of the fire area. These sensors collect data that reflect
the local temperature of the sensor location. Different sensors provide different temperature data
due to their different locations in the area.
In this example, both Bootstrap and SenSim methods are implemented, in order to compare the
performance in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Furthermore, we carry out additional experiments
to validate SenSim method, through detail analysis for sensor noise and kernel method.
4.1.1 DEVS-FIRE Data Assimilation
To apply SMC methods for data assimilation, we will follow the routine that introduced in
section 3.4.1 to build data assimilation system for DEVS-FIRE.
In this example, the DEVS-FIRE model is composed of many cells, each of which captures
the state of the corresponding local region in the fire area. Based on this implementation, we
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can define the overall system state as a nc dimension vector fire ∈ FIREnc , where FIRE =<
unburn, 0 >,< burning, FI >,< burned, 0 >. Then the corresponding system area A is defined
as two-dimensional cell space A = {ci,j|1 ≤ i, j ≤ √nc}, where each cell is denoted as Ci,j nc is
the total number of cells in the whole cell space, and the second element in each tuple indicates
the fire line intensity. We define the observation mt as a ns(the number of sensors) dimension
vector containing temperature values from all the sensors deployed in the fire area. These ground
temperature sensors are deployed with predefined location for different schemas; evenly distributed,
randomly distributed, or fire-directed where more sensors are deployed around the active fire region.
Then the distance function 4s and 4c are defined as the number of mismatched cells between two
fire state and the difference of temperature reading respectively.
As the routine suggests, the system transition and measurement function should be defined
according to the algorithm, which are Bootstrap and SenSim in this example.
4.1.1.1 Bootstrap Implementation Since Bootstrap algorithm assumes proposal distri-
bution is the same as system transition distribution when updating the weight, the system transition
is chosen as the DEVS-FIRE model, which is defined as
firet+1 = DEV SFIRE(firet, θt) + ut (4.1)
The measurement function is then defined as
mt = M(firet) + vt (4.2)
4.1.1.2 SenSim Implementation As is introduced in Section ??, the “SenSim” method
demands the system to be able to sample local system states p(sAj | T, s′DT ) as introduced in
Algorithm ??. When it comes to the DEVS-FIRE simulation, the local system states can be drawn
with the instructions below.
Firstly, a local possible fire area needs to be determined based on the sensor reading, both
temperature and distance. threh and threc are pre-defined temperature constants in order to
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(a) A real fire (b) Sensor partition (c) Observed tempera-
tures
(d) Hot areas (e) Cool areas (f) Possible fire areas
Figure 4.1. Process of generating possible fire areas with DEVS-FIRE
At a certain time, a “real” fire is generated by the simulation model in figure 4.1a. If the sensor
(dots) is deployed as shown in figure 4.1b and the sensor reading is as shown in figure 4.1c, the hot
and cool areas are then determined by the union of hot and cool sensors. The sensors in solid red
in figure 4.1c are the hot sensors while those are not shown in 4.1c are considered cool sensors.
With the hot and cool areas (figure 4.1d and 4.1e) determined the possible fire areas are then
calculated by subtracting the cool areas from hot areas in figure 4.1f.
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classify the sensors. thresc denotes the cool threshold while thresh denotes the hot threshold . The
three different sensor categories are defined as follows.
Chot = {c | c ∈ C and c.m ≥ thresh}
Ccool = {c | c ∈ C and c.m ≤ thresc}
Cothers = {c | c ∈ C and thresc ≤ c.m ≤ thresh}
where c.m denotes the measurement (temperature) of each sensor.
For sensors in Chot, a turn-on radius is defined, radiuson which indicates the possible burning
area around a sensor. This radius is considered to be Gaussian distributed with a mean that is
proportional to the sensor temperature, and a predefined variance, as denoted:
radiuson ∼ N (µon, σon)
where µon = αon · c.m is the mean; αon is a constant number and c.m is the temperature reading of
a sensor; and σ is the variance. Similarly, a turn-off radius is defined for the sensors in Ccool, and it
also follows Gaussian distribution:
radiusoff ∼ N (µoff , σon)
where both µoff and σon are predefined. With each radiuson, the union of all areas covered by sensors
in Chot determines the possible hot areas, denoted as Ahot; Analogously with each radiusoff , the
union of all areas covered by sensors in Ccool determines the possible cool areas, denoted as Acool.
Consequently, a possible local fire area can be calculated as Afire = Ahot − Acool. The process of
building the possible local fire areas is shown in Figure 4.1f.
With the possible fire area Afire and cool areas Acool, a local fire state SAj can be created
from the local state S ′Aj . For each cool sensor, it turns off all the fire inside its cool area; For each
hot sensor, if its covered area intersects with the possible fire area, that is Achot,i ∩ Afire 6= ∅, this
intersection Aint will be turned on fire. Furthermore, when turning on the cells, if there is no fire
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in Aint ∩ Aj, the whole intersection is turned on; Otherwise, if some of them are already burning,
the fire state of Aint ∩ Aj is will remain the same.
Through the implementation of construct a sensor monitored spatial temporal system and the
local fire state sampling, we can then perform the data assimilation on DEVS-FIRE simulation
model with “SenSim” proposal.
4.2 Experiments
This section performs the data assimilation experiments for different aspects of the proposed
method. The selected simulation system is the DEVS-FIRE simulation system, since both Bootstrap
[50] and “SenSim” [52] methods have been implemented.
The general experiment setting is presented in Section 4.2.1. And simulation accuracy analysis
is discussed in Section 4.2.2. Section 4.2.3 presents sensor noise analysis while kernel method
analysis is presented in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.1 Experiment Setting
Identical twin experiment is employed to perform the wildfire simulation data assimilate ex-
periments. In each experiment, one DEVS-FIRE simulation is considered as the “real” system,
and another DEVS-FIRE simulation with added errors is considered as the “simulated” system.
The observed data is assimilated from the “real” system to the “simulated” system to involve the
simulated system.
In all experiments, fires are simulated within a space of 200 by 200 (40, 000) fire cells. The cell
size is 15m by 15m, so the space in total is 3, 000m by 3000m, 9km2. 1000 sensors are randomly
distributed in this fire space, with the detection radius set to 100m. Each of them will report the
observed temperature of the “real” fire at every time step.
In the “real” fire, one cell is set to burn at the beginning. And the wind speed and direction
is set to 5m/s and 125◦1 respectively. The simulated fire will differ in these parameters so that in
different conditions, the advantage of “SenSim” method can be shown when compared to Bootstrap.
1The direction starts from the east and goes anti-clockwise. So 125◦ means 35◦ north by east.
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Other parameters that defined sensor noise and kernel method will be set with different strategies for
analysis purposes. The design of these experiments will be discussed in the corresponding sections.
For all experiments, the most important index to indicate the performance is mismatched cell
error. This error counts the number of mismatched cells between the “real” fire and the simulated
fire. For both methods, the best particle will be chosen to represent the index at a certain step.
That is to say, at every step, the particle with least number of mismatched cells will be picked
among all particles.
4.2.2 Simulation Accuracy Analysis
To evaluate the new method in terms of simulation accuracy, we carry out data assimilation
under various conditions. The detailed experiment setting of accuracy analysis is shown in Table
4.1. Case 1 is the normal case that there are small differences between real and simulated fire. The
comparison of case 1 is expected to be similar. Case 2 and 3 have large errors on wind conditions
which will lead to large errors in a simulation model. Case 4 generates a rare event about which
simulation model has no knowledge. This will cause great differences between the two methods
since “SenSim” method can make use of the observed sensor information and sample local system
state with possible fire area. Similarly, case 5 is the ultimate situation that simulation model does
not know there is a fire. The Bootstrap method will completely fail since no fire will be generated.
However, “SenSim” method can still generate fires as long as there are hot sensors.
Table 4.1. Experiment Plan
Case Real Fire Simulate Fire Expect Behavior
1 Wind: 5m/s, 125◦ Wind: 6m/s, 105◦ little difference
2 Wind: 5m/s, 125◦ Wind: 15m/s,
115◦
huge error on
speed
3 Wind: 5m/s, 125◦ Wind: 4m/s, 305◦ huge error on di-
rection
4 Wind: 5m/s,
125◦; a new
ignition added
Wind: 6m/s, 105◦ rare events
5 Wind: 5m/s, 125◦ Wind: 6m/s, 105◦;
unknown initial ig-
nition
lack of information
about initial state
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For each of the case, this experiment will run 10 steps and each of the steps is 1200 seconds. The
experiment will run 10 times and the average result will be shown. The sensor error is simulated as
±10% reading bias for all deployed sensors. For the purpose of accuracy comparison, the malfunction
of sensors will be ignored in this section. The detailed analysis of sensor malfunction noise will be
discussed in Section 4.2.3.
To show the effectiveness of “SenSim”, we also carry out data assimilation using the bootstrap
method, which has been shown to be an effective data assimilation method for wildfire spread
simulation [50]. The results of the “SenSim” are compared with those of the Bootstrap method for
all five cases.
4.2.2.1 Qualitative Results In order to show how data assimilation method improves
the simulation results, the qualitative experiment results are first shown. These experiment results
present the snapshots of “real” and simulated fires, as well as the fire fronts of Bootstrap and
“SenSim” methods at certain time steps. From all the recorded results, snapshots of 4 steps, 2400s,
4800s, 7200s, 9600s, are picked for illustration. “Real” and simulated fires are presented in the
first two rows in Figure 4.2, in which the black area represents the burning or burned area. The
fire fronts of “real”, simulated and data assimilation generated fire are shown in the next two rows.
Different fire shapes are drawn with different colors: blue represents the “real” fire, red represents
the simulated fire, and yellow represents the best particle from the samples.
As is shown in Figure 4.2, the experiments results of case 1 conform to the expectation. In this
case, the initial ignition point is set to the same point, (70, 130) in the 200 by 200 space. As the
simulation advances, the difference between the “real” fire and the simulated fire is getting larger as
a consequence of the constant error from wind speed and direction. Thanks to the data assimilation
method, both Bootstrap and “SenSim” generate fire shapes that are closer to the “real” fire than
the simulated fire. That is, in the last two rows, the yellow shape is more similar to the blue shape,
compared to the red shape. It is also obvious that “SenSim” method better matches the real fire
than Bootstrap in all steps.
In Figure 4.3 the background is omitted to avoid distractions. Besides snapshots of real and
simulated fire are excluded and only those at time step 7200s are selected for better comparison.
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2400s 4800s 7200s 9600s
“Real” Fire
Simulated Fire
Boostrap
“SenSim”
Figure 4.2. Graphic Results for CASE 1
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CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 CASE 5
Bootstrap
“SenSim”
Figure 4.3. Graphic Results for Other Cases at 7200s
Among all these four cases, large errors are added to the simulation model Case 2 and 3 add
constant wind speed and direction errors; Case 4 adds a rare event: a new ignition point 130, 70 is
set to burn at time 2380s; In case 5, the initial ignition point is unknown to the simulation model.
As shown in the two sub-pictures of case 2, the simulated wind speed is much faster than the
“real” one. Therefore, the simulated shape (red) spreads over the edge while the “real” shape is still
in zones. Comparing both methods, the particle shape in yellow of Bootstrap seems constrained by
the “simulated” fire, while “SenSim” method is able to escape from the gravity and approach to
the “real” shape in blue.
Similarly for case 3, Bootstrap cannot pull the fire back to the opposite direction, and it even
makes the fire shape to be scattered. On the contrary, “SenSim” makes use of the sensor reading
and pulls the fire shape to the opposite direction to catch the “real” fire.
In case 4, there is a separate fire shape in blue, which is lighted by the new ignition point added
at 2380s. As expected, Bootstrap method has no idea of the new ignition point so the resulting
shape only covers the initial part which is set to be burning at the same point with the “real”
fire. Of contrast, “SenSim” detects the fire from the observed sensor reading and generates new fire
areas.
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In the same manner, Bootstrap cannot generate fire if the simulated model has no ignition
point. So in case 5, there is no fire shape for both simulated fire and Bootstrap. However, thanks
to the sensor data, “SenSim” is able to generate the burning area around the hot sensors.
In conclusion, with a limited number of particles and large errors in simulation model Bootstrap
fails most cases, while “SenSim” can discover the error and correct it by proposing new ignition
point or put out burning areas. In other words, “SenSim” outperforms Bootstrap by employing the
sensor observation.
4.2.2.2 Quantitative results In addition to the qualitative results of each case, average
quantitative results that calculated from 10 different runs are shown in Figure 4.4 for all 5 cases.
Each subfigure represents a test case that runs with 50 particles. In all these figures, the horizontal
axis denotes the simulation time, and the vertical axis denotes the Mismatch Cell Error (MSE) 1.
The lower the number is, the better the algorithm performs. The three different lines represent
the error of simulated fire, Bootstrap and “SenSim” respectively: Green line with triangular dots
represents simulated fire; Blue line with diamond dots represents Bootstrap; Red line with square
dots represents “SenSim”.
Above all, for most cases, both Bootstrap and “SenSim” have fewer errors than the simulated
fire, except case 5 where Bootstrap works exactly the same as Simulated. That’s because Bootstrap
cannot generate any fire cell without initial ignition point. Therefore, the overall improvement from
data assimilation is assured.
Then compared to both data assimilation methods, “SenSim” performs better in all cases
except case 1, as is shown in 4.4. As is shown in Figure 4.4a, the difference between Bootstrap
and “SenSim” is less than 100 on average. This seems contrary to the verdict drawn from Figure
4.2, but it’s actually reasonable. Compared to other cases, the difference is rather small since the
1MSE is chosen to be the quantitative index. Compared to perimeter and number of cells used in [50], MSE
is simple and intuitive in terms of indicating the accuracy. But in some circumstances, it cannot exhibit all the
information about a fire system state. For example, if most of the fire front matches but the burned area is not, MSE
is always larger since the cells that consist of a fire shape are always less than the number of cells in the burning
area as the fire spreading. However, it still makes sense when the qualitative results are considered together.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4.4. Quantitative Results
simulation model is pretty close to the real fire. As the simulation proceeds, Both methods will
generate samples: samples from Bootstrap only have some randomness on wind speed and direction;
samples from “SenSim” would have sensor errors since some of them come from local system state
sampling. Because in case 1, the only different from the real fire is wind speed and direction, the
randomness of direction and speed actually helps Bootstrap to find the particle that best matches
the real fire. However, the error brought by sensor noise is added up to the local system states
of “SenSim” and drive it away from the true state. Consequently, the accuracy of Bootstrap is
relatively better than “SenSim” only because the sensor noise error have more impact on “SenSim”
than Bootstrap.
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Starting from case 2, “SenSim” method wins over Bootstrap and the difference increases for
different cases. As is shown in Figure 4.4b, the difference of MCE error is about 500 at the last
step. To be noticed, the error decreases at time 7200 for both methods because the real fire has
spread out of the space. If this space is large enough, both lines would incline to increase as other
cases do.
In other cases, “SenSim” works much better than Bootstrap. This is because the simulation
error now is larger than the error brings by sensors. For example, in case 4, thanks to the sensor
information, “SenSim” method is able to discover the new ignition point based on the high temper-
ature. Then the particles will propose a local system state with a possible ignition point around the
hot area. Therefore, in the first four time steps, the errors for both methods are almost the same,
but after that, the gap is widening as the new ignition area is expanding. Especially, in case 5,
because there is no ignition point for a simulated model, the errors of Bootstrap grows as much as
the real fire spreads. However, once “SenSim” finds out a possible hot area, and a possible system
state with burning cell will be proposed. Then the error will stay down as the proposed fire cell
would spread the fire to match the real fire.
In summary, the accuracy results explicitly show that by evolving the observed sensor data
“SenSim” is able to recover the loss of information and offset the simulation model by proposing
local system state that is generated from the observation. Although the proposal method is intuitive,
“SenSim” still can make use of the sensor information and improve the overall robustness of the
simulation. That’s because with “SenSim” the simulation model now can work on more situations
when parameters are wrong and rare events happen. And more importantly, “SenSim” works
fine even in the normal cases, since “SenSim” proposes 50% of the system states through system
transition model.
4.2.3 Sensor Noise Analysis
Sensor noise is artificially added to the simulation model since some sensor errors are inevitable
in the real world. Besides, “SenSim” method makes use of the sensor observation so that the noise
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can directly affect the result. To examine how sensor noise affects the accuracy, sensor noise analysis
is discussed in this section.
In our implementation, the sensor noise is modeled as two different levels: the reading bias,
and malfunctioning sensors. In accuracy analysis, only sensor reading bias is added.
However, the bias of sensor errors does not add up as much to the final results as the malfunction
does. This is because the bias can only change the temperature within a certain range. Unless the
bias is extremely large, the status of a cell shall not flip from “hot” to “cold” or vice versa. Then
if same percentage of bias and malfunction is chosen, the cells could be set to burn or unburn will
be much less when sampling local areas. So in this section, only the malfunction is discussed.
This experiment is designed for different percentage of malfunction from 0% to 30% increased
by 10%. Case 3 and case 4 are chosen to show the effect brought by sensor noises. Similar to Section
4.2.2, the sensor noise experiment is also carried out with fixed number of 50 particles. The results
shown in Figure 4.5 are average of 10 different runs.
In figure 4.5, different from other figures, the X axis denotes the percentage of sensor malfunc-
tion instead of the time. In addition, only the MCE error of last time step is selected since the
trend of how malfunction of sensors will lead to is what is expected to show. Similarly, the blue
line with squared dots represents Bootstrap and the red line with circle dots represents “SenSim”.
As is shown in Figure 4.5a, “SenSim” always performs better than Bootstrap, even when
malfunction percentage goes up to 30%. The difference of wind direction forces the real fire spread
to the opposite direction from the beginning of the simulation, and without the knowledge of sensor
data, Bootstrap cannot discover the error in direction. Therefore the overall error stays high.
However, even with over 100% increase with malfunction “SenSim” still results with fewer MCE
errors. That is because despite noise, observed sensor data does help “SenSim” to capture the
wrong direction and propose new burning cells in the other direction.
For case 4, different from case 3, Bootstrap can cover the real burning area relatively well
before the new ignition point is added. Therefore, the overall error of Bootstrap is less than case 3
as is shown in Figure 4.5b. And noise from malfunction does eventually make “SenSim” worse than
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Figure 4.5. Noise Test Result
Bootstrap. Even more , the error rises from around 500 to over 5500 as the malfunction percentage
increases.
In both figures, Bootstrap seems stable and independent with the malfunction This is because
in Bootstrap particles are sampled regardless of the sensor readings. On the contrary, in “SenSim”
proposal method is implemented to change the status of a cell directly from the sensor reading.
Malfunction of sensors will have some of the sensors given totally wrong temperature and mislead
the proposal method to large errors. For example, assuming there is a malfunctioning sensor, located
in an area with no fire. The randomly generated reading is as high as it is in a burning area. Then
the proposal method will force the cells around this sensor to burning, which will continue to burn
the neighborhood as simulation time advances. Compared to the reading bias, there will be much
more wrong cells generated from malfunction.
In summary, the sensor noise does influence the accuracy of both methods. And “SenSim”
method is more sensitive to the sensor reading compared to Bootstrap. However, this sensor noise
is abstracted in a higher level and might not be accurate to model real sensors. In fact, as the
technology advances, researchers and engineers can now make sensors more reliable and robust.
Then data assimilation methods will definitely show promising future for sensor monitored spatial-
temporal system. On the other hand, the proposal method may need a better mechanism to
tolerate inevitable sensor errors since the implementation of DEVS-FIRE proposal is quite simple
and intuitive. But this could be very difficult because the foundation of data assimilation is the
accuracy of data. If the error from data is larger than it from simulation models, then the method
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Figure 4.6. Sensitivity Analysis for Kernel Method
will surely fail. In other words, the data has to be reliable and informational in order to improve
the simulation results.
4.2.4 Kernel Method Analysis
As is introduced in Section 3.3.3.3, kernel method is employed to estimate prior and proposal
density function. Specifically, the standard Gaussian kernel is used in our implementation. Besides
the mean and variance of Gaussian function, Kernel Method has two other parameters: number of
extra samples and the bandwidth. Since the bandwidth now is changing over time, we only consider
the number of extra samples in this section.
In Section 4.2.2, the number of extra samples is set to 12, which is based on the two findings
from experiments.
1. It does not need too many extra samples to achieve the best accuracy of final results.
2. It is better to use extra samples as few as possible to perform data assimilation with “SenSim”
method.
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According to these two factors, 12 extra samples are enough to achieve relatively good results for
our method. And the details of the experiment is presented as follows.
The experiment will run the 4th scenario with the number of extra samples varying from 4 to
32, increased by 4. Besides, the number of particles also varies to show the relation between the
number of particles and extra samples. Different from previous experiments, a larger simulation
time interval, 2400s, is chosen since a relatively large difference between steps can enlarge the
impact, which is also the reason for selecting the 4th scenario. In the meantime, the execution time
is also recorded in order to show how much more time would be spent for more extra samples.
The average accuracy result of 10 runs is shown in Figure 4.6. Different particle numbers are
shown in the three different sub-figures. Each line in the sub-figure denotes the average error with
a different number of extra samples as the legend shows.
In Figure 4.6a, the error ranges from 400 to 1200 at the last step, and the error does not have
a trend as the number of extra samples increases. The line of 24 samples has the largest error while
the best is achieved with 16 samples. In Figure 4.6a, the lines with 4 and 8 extra samples still get
higher error. But as the number increases the error inclines to stay low. It seems as the number of
particles increases, the lines are more likely to merge. In Figure 4.6c, this is even obvious. Only 4
extra sample line still goes high, while all the others get even closer than Figure 4.6b. This result
infers that with enough particles the lines are going to converge, since as the number of particles
increases they change from divergence to convergence. This assumption agrees with the findings
in [64]. In [64], the approximate error rate of kernel-based estimates is proved to hold uniformly
on the state space. And more importantly, this error vanished almost surely as the number of
particles grows. Therefore, the number of extra samples can be set small enough in order to achieve
convergence.
In addition, the performance results are shown in Figure 4.7. In this figure, X axis denotes the
number of extra samples, while the Y axis denotes the execution time in seconds. And the result
only shows the experiment with 50 particles.
The result agrees with our expectation that as the number of extra samples increases, the
execution time increases almost from less than 200 seconds to as high as more than 1000 seconds.
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Figure 4.7. Execution Time for Kernel Method
This is because the way extra samples are drawn is to run the simulation for a single time step.
If it takes too much time to run the simulation, then more extra samples would bring much more
execution time. To make data assimilation process as efficient as possible, the number of extra
samples should be as small as possible.
Consequently, the previously mentioned two factors can be concluded. And thanks to the
convergence feature of Kernel Method based Sequential Monte Carlo methods, there is no need
to use too many extra samples when enough particles are employed. In our case, 12 samples are
enough to get a satisfactory result if the number of particles is 50.
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Chapter 5
OPEN-SOURCE DATA ASSIMILATION FRAMEWORK SOFTWARE TOOLKIT
5.1 Introduction
As is shown in Chapter 4, the framework makes the process of building data assimilation
system clear and straightforward. It is very convenient to follow the routine and define a data
assimilation system. However, even with a completed conceptual structure, to finally implement
the data assimilation system together with SMC algorithm still need lots of efforts.
First of all, a comprehensive and relatively accurate simulation model is difficult to build,
which is also the reason why our framework considers the simulation model is available and the
accuracy is acceptable. Besides, data assimilation algorithms are not originally designed for simula-
tion systems, since they are actually developed based on statistical theories. Therefore, it demands
a lot of communications between mathematicians and computer scientists or software engineers to
implement a data assimilation system which integrates statistic method and computer simulation.
Usually, there will be a long process of communicating between the two groups. Furthermore, even
those developers known both sides, existing simulation models do not automatically fit for SMC
algorithms. Lots of modifications are expected to adapt a simulation model to a dynamic state
space model. This work is extremely challenging when the simulation model is complicated or the
algorithm is not available in the specific programming environment, or both in most cases.
Therefore, we develop this open source data assimilation software toolkit 1 in Java, and it helps
researchers in four different aspects.
1. it successfully separate the design of algorithms from the modification of simulation model by
creating a state definition package. This enables the researchers to focus on the algorithms
and the developers to concentrate of how to adapt the simulation model.
1By the time this thesis is finalized, the source code of the software is available at the following link:
https://github.com/feng0905/DataAssimilationFramework
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2. The SMC methods package implements the general procedure of SMC algorithms and define
the three basic steps as three essential modules. By combining different implementations of
these modules, a SMC algorithm can be constructed. For example, Bootstrap particle filter
can be generated with prior sampling, likelihood weight updating and systematic resampling.
3. By defining abstract class and methods, we provide the developers guidance to modify the
simulation system. Developers have to implement these methods when building a concrete
data assimilation system.
4. Consequently, the loose coupling between simulation models and SMC algorithms makes it
possible to apply an implemented SMC algorithm to any other simulation models without
further modification.
In the rest of this chapter, we first provide an overview of this software and discuss how we
manage to decouple data assimilation system from algorithms through design patterns. Then we
present each packages in details to show how these packages can be used to enforce the development.
5.2 Overview of Software Design
Data Assimilation framework software package is implemented to support our data assimilation
framework. The main purpose is to facilitate the process of building data assimilation systems from
simulation models. In our software, both the simulation model and SMC algorithms are developed as
abstract classes which is required to be extended when building concrete data assimilation systems.
Furthermore, we provide a typical implementation of Bootstrap Particle filter, which is not only
considered as a good example but also a full functional library. In addition, we also create abstract
identical twin experiment class, which can be easily extended to verify and evaluate data assimilation
systems.
This package includes four different packages and a AbstractDataAssimilationSystem
class. AbstractDataAssimilationSystem class represents a data assimilation system integrating
SMC algorithm with a simulation model, which requires support from other packages. For better
understanding, the detail illustration of this class will be presented at the end of this chapter after
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Figure 5.1. Software Overview
all other packages have been introduced. The other packages represent other important modules
respectively, which are SMC package, spatialTemporalSystem package, stateDefinition package and
identicalTwinExperiment package. SMC packages help researchers design and implement their
SMC algorithms. Spatial temporal system package defines the dynamic state space model, and help
developers to modify a simulation model to fit in data assimilation framework. State definition
package extracts the state component from SMC package and define it as common interface. The
identical twin experiment package provides tool to create experiments to verify and evaluate the
performance of the data assimilation system.
The relationship among them is shown in 5.1. In the middle, stateDefinition package is con-
sidered as the bridge to all other packages. The state interface defined in this package connect the
dynamic state, defined as AbstractState, in SMC algorithm to the system state, defined as System-
State, in system model. SMC package use AbstractState as a place holder to define the process
of Sequential Monte Carlo methods, and define the data assimilation process as AbstractParti-
cleSystem. AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem defined in spatialTemporalSystem package is used as
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a system wrapper of simulation model. SystemState, as a proxy, will delegate state interface to the
wrapper and replace the state by extending AbstractState in a concrete implementation, such as
aforementioned DEVS-FIRE. DataAssimilationSystem and AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment, as
is shown in the figure, are considered as user class. They both use AbstractParticleSystem and Sys-
temState to construct themselves, and run data assimilation based on the concrete implementation
of a particle system and a spatial temporal system.
Thanks to state definition package, the algorithms and system model are loosely coupled. And
as it shows in figure 5.1, SMC package and spatial temporal system package are not dependent
on each other now. Researchers only have to take care their own part to build a complete data
assimilation system. In addition, this design also provides reusability for both SMC algorithms and
system models. For example, the bootstrap particle filter we developed for DEVS-FIRE simulation
model [50], can be applied directly to the MovSim simulation model [56] without any further
modification. And the simulation model can also be used for other SMC algorithms if the model
completely implement the state interface.
5.2.1 State Definition Package
State definition package includes three different state classes, which are StateInterface, Ab-
stractState and SystemState. As figure 5.2 shows, AbstractState implements StateInterface and
SystemState extends AbstractState.
The StateInterface class extracts operations from the state space model, which SMC methods
would need to perform data assimilation on a system state. This abstraction of state becomes the
Table 5.1. Abstract Methods In StateInterface
Method Name Parameters Return Type
transitionFunction null AbstractState
transitionModel AbstractTransitionRandomComponent random AbstractState
measurementFunction null AbstractMeasurement
measurementModel AbstractMeasurementRandomComponent random AbstractMeasurement
propose AbstractMeasurement measurement AbstractState
transitionPdf AbstractState nextState BigDecimal
measurementPdf AbstractMeasurement measurement BigDecimal
proposalPdf AbstractMeasurement measurement BigDecimal
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Figure 5.2. State Definition Package Class Diagram
common agreement between system models and SMC algorithms based on which statisticians and
developers can design and develop their algorithms or simulation models without worrying about
the integration.
In stateInterface, we define the methods according to the Sequential Importance Sampling al-
gorithm and all the involved equations introduced in Section 2.5. All these methods are defined
as abstract methods, which are shown in table 5.1: transitionfunction advances the system and
return the next state as AbstractState; measurementFunction retrieves observation data and re-
turn as AbstractMeasurement; transitionModel and measurementModel function acts similarly to
transitionFunction and measurementFunction, but both accepts a random component as the input
parameter. Therefore, these two methods are invoked when a random component needs to be added
to the simulation model or the measurement model; propose method accepts AbstractMeasurement
as input and return the next state AbstractState. It acts as proposal transition, which makes use
of the measurement to generate the next state; The methods ending with Pdf represents the pos-
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Figure 5.3. AbstractState Class
terior distribution density of a given AbstractState or AbstractMeasurement for the corresponding
transition or measurement. These methods can be used to calculate the weight of particles based
on equation (2.6), if the analytic expressions are available. For example, measurementPdf is defined
to calculate the posterior density probability of the current state based on the measurement or real
time observed data.
AbstractState class implements this state interface and is used in SMC algorithm package
to represent a system state. This AbstractState, as a place holder, is used to fulfill the definition
of general SMC algorithm and will be replaced when a concrete data assimilation system is cre-
ated. As is shown in Figure 5.3, there are two class variables are defined: a static random object
of Random type and previousState of AbstractState. The random object is used to provide basic
random components for transitionModel and measurementModel methods that defined in stateIn-
terface. The previousState variable is defined to store the last state in case it is needed. For
example,at resampling step, we may need to re-sample from the previous state instead of dupli-
cating the samples to keep the filter from early convergence. clone method is defined to support
resampling step, which needs the state can be duplicate any any given time step. In addition, the
two abstract random component classes, AbstractMeasurementRandomCompoenent and Abstract-
TransitionRandomComponent, are also defined in AbstractState in order to make it easy to access
by SMC package. By default, we provide the basic Random class from Java util package, which can
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Figure 5.4. Part of SystemState Class
be utilized to generate random variables from common distributions, such as uniform or Gaussian
distribution. Developers can also extend these random components and create their own subclasses
to generate other random variables. We will discuss more in section 5.2.2 about how AbstractState
is referenced in SMC package.
SystemState class is created in order to further weaken the connection between the system
model and algorithm. By means of proxy design pattern, the system state contains a surrogate
of the simulation model and implements all operations required by state interface through this
surrogate object. In other words, system state pass the implementation of interface to simulation
models, which will be modified to support those methods delegated to them.
In Figure 5.4, we show that SystemState class is defined as a general type, which accepts sub-
class of AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem as a type parameter. It keeps a reference of simSystem,
which is a wrapper object used to invoke the corresponding implementation of simulation models.
In this way, all system models that extends AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem are represented by
the template type parameter. clone method is overridden to deep copy the system state and the
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simSystem. transitionFunction method first clones the current system state and run simulation by
using simSystem to call runSimulation method. transitionModel method is similar: duplicate the
system state and calls another runSimulationWithRandomNoise method to run the simulation with
random component added. measurementFunction simply returns the measurement by calling get-
SensorObservation method of simSystem. measurementPdf method accepts a measurement object
as input and pass it as input of weightUpdate method, in order to calculate the weight of current
state. Other abstract methods defined in table 5.1 are not listed but also implemented in System-
State class. To be noted, some of the abstract methods are not delegated to simulation model or
left blank in SystemState class. That is because these methods are not needed for the simulation
models or the SMC algorithms we have used to build concrete data assimilation systems. To name
a few, propose and proposePdf methods are not needed if Bootstrap particle filter is used since
proposal transition is substituted by system transition. With regards to simulation models, transi-
tionPdf and proposalPdf may not be directly calculated since most behavior simulation models do
not have analytical forms of transition functions, such as DEVS-FIRE and MovSim. In practice,
developers may have to create another class to extend SystemState class according to the SMC
algorithm or simulation models. And similarly, this class will implement the required methods and
delegate them to the simulation models.
5.2.2 SMC Package
As previously introduced, SMC methods are a general class of algorithms that approximate
the sequence of probability distributions by a set of particles. Therefore, we consider it as a particle
system that consists of a set of particles and the algorithm, named as AbstractParticleSystem.
As is shown in figure 5.5, we show all the classes defined in SMC package and their relation-
ship. AbstractParticleSystem class is the key component, which defines how to how to construct a
particle system and how the particle system runs data assimilation. As is shown in the dashed rect-
angle, AbstractParticleSystem class contains a set of particles and aggregates three components that
represents the three basic steps of SMC algorithms. Each Particle has a state variable of Abstract-
State type and a weight associated with it. The components are named as SamplingStrategy,
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Figure 5.5. Sequential Monte Carlo Methods Package
WeightUpdateStrategy and ResamplingStrategy, representing sampling, weight updating and
resampling step correspondingly. By designing these components with strategy design pattern, each
of these them can have different implementations to build a variety of SMC algorithms. Instead of
implementing the algorithm as a single module, it is designed as three basic components. In this
way, the combination of different implementation of the steps can lead to different algorithms. Be-
sides, AbstractMeasurement class is also defined in this package since the measurement is needed
when updating the weight of each particle. Outside the dashed rectangle, a BootstrapParticleSys-
tem is developed to serve as a build-in SMC algorithm for user usage. The three components that
construct BootstrapParticleSystem are priorSampling, LikelihoodWeight and SystemRe-
sampling which implements the corresponding steps of Bootstrap particle filter algorithm. The
source code of these three strategies is listed in Appendix A.1.
In figure 5.6, we show only the AbstractParticleSystem class diagram together with the
source code of initialParticleSet and updateParticle method. As is shown, this class keeps a list of
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Figure 5.6. AbstractParticleSystem Class
particles and a sampler, a weightUpdater and a resampler representing sampling, weightUpdating
and resampling strategy respectively. Declared as final variable, these reference are required to be
constructed in the constructor, which forces any particle system to include all these three compo-
nents. initializeParticleSet method accepts an AbstractState object and an integer value as input
parameters. The given state object will be duplicated by the given value of times in order to gener-
ate the particle set. updateParticle method defines the process of running SMC algorithms, which
follows the flow of Algorithm 1 introduced in section 2.5. This method accepts the measurement
from real system as the input and perform the data assimilation process accordingly. At any given
step, the next possible state of each particle is first sampled by the sampler’s sampling method.
Then the weightUpdater calculates the weight of each particle by calling the updateWeights method
based on the measurement. Since the step of normalizing the weight of each particle is included
in weightUpdating class, resampler simply calls the resampling method to generate a list of new
particles to replace the old set. Notably, AbstractState class is used, instead of SystemState, to
represent state definition in SMC package. The purpose of this design is to decouple system model
from SMC algorithm so that developers do not have to worry about what kind of simulation models
are when creating a particle system with a specific SMC algorithm.
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Figure 5.7. BootstrapFilterClass Class
Since AbstractMeasurement is frequently used in weight updating process, AbstractMea-
surement class is also included in SMC package. This class has only one abstract method weightUp-
date which calculates the weight by comparing the measurement given by the parameter with itself.
Similar to the AbstractState class, AbstractMeasurement is also designed to be replaced in a data
assimilation system which implements this method with a concrete simulation model. For example,
in MovSim data assimilation system [56], a MovSimMeasurement class is created to calculate the
weight between the measurement from the sensor readings of the traffic. Specifically, the sensor
readings consist of a series of density and average velocity within the detection range of all sensors.
As previously mentioned, BootstrapFilter class is provided as a basic example particle sys-
tem in this package. Bootstrap particle filter replaces proposal distribution with system transition
distribution and simplify weight calculation of each particle. Accordingly, the three components
of Bootstrap filter are implemented as PriorSampling, LikelihoodWeight and SystematicResam-
pling (classes), as is shown in figure 5.5. Specifically, priorSampling extends AbstractSampling and
implements the SamplingStrategy method by calling transitionModel to advance the state. System-
aticResampling extends ResamplingStrategy and override resampling method by implementing the
systematic resampling algorithm. LikelihoodWeight extends WeightUpdatingStrategy and override
updateUnnormalizedWeights method by calculating the likelihood of each particle based on the
measurement. With all these three components implemented correctly, Bootstrap Particle filter can
be constructed effortless. As is shown in Figure 5.7. only the constructor is needed to constructs
the Bootstrap particle system that combines PriorSampling, LikelihoodWeight and SystematicRe-
sampling.
Consequently, with SMC package researchers can develop SMC algorithms with no regards to
the measurement or the simulation model. Based on our design, any SMC algorithm created from
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Figure 5.8. Spatial Temporal System Package
this package automatically runs without problems as long as simulation models are created based
on the spatial temporal system package.
5.2.3 Spatial Temporal System Package
Spatial temporal system package defines the system model that will be used in SystemState
class. As is shown in figure 5.8, it consists of three classes, which are AbstractSpatialTemporalSys-
tem, AbstracrtSpace and AbstractSensor. Besides, in the figure, SystemState class is also included
to demonstrate the relation between SystemState and AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem.
As is mentioned in section 3.2.1.1, data assimilation framework defines the simulation model as
sensor monitored spatial temporal system. This spatial temporal system package follows the spec-
ification of sensor monitored spatial temporal system and defines AbstractSpatialTemoralSystem,
AbstractSpace and AbstractSensor classes. AbstractSpatialTemoralSystem class is defined to im-
plement essential components, such as system transition function, measurement function and so on.
AbstractSensor and AbstractSpace are defined as the sensor and space of sensor monitored spatial
temporal system. Notably, these two components are defined to generate measurement from system
state which can be considered as complementary components to support measurement function. If
the measurement of a specific simulation model can be obtained without the space or the sensor,
developers do not have to specifically extend these two classes in order to get the measurement.
For example, if the space of each sensor does not overlay each other the sensor itself can represent
the space and the specific definition for each space is not needed. Besides, developers can delegate
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this work into the model itself, so that when getMeasurment function is called, the spatial temporal
system will let the simulation model retrieve the measurement.
As previously introduced, SystemState as the proxy class will delegate those functions defined
in StateInterface to the AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem object, as is shown in figure 5.8. For ex-
ample, SystemState class implements the transition function by calling runSimulation method, and
measurement function by calling getMeasurement of AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem. These meth-
ods are explicitly named different to distinguish the simulation model from the state space model.
In this way, developers can easily understand that SystemState is used for data assimilation while
AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem is a wrapper for the simulation model. These abstract methods
are listed in table 5.2.
In order to adapt a simulation model to data assimilation framework, developers need extend
AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem class and implement all the abstract functions by modifying the
given simulation model. Among those methods, runSimulation method serves as the transition
function of simulation which advances the simulation time by a given time step; getMeasurement
function serves as the measurement function which collects sensor data at current time and returns
as AbstractMeasurement; runSimulationWithRandomNoise function implements transition func-
tion with artificially added random noise which is required when the original simulation model is
deterministic. It can be defined same as runSimulation function if the original model is already
stochastic; propose function is defined to represent proposal transition which accepts measurement
as input and advances the simulation model based on the sensor observation. This function requires
the simulation model to be capable of dealing with real time sensor data. The clone function is
needed to copy the system state for particle resampling, which has to duplicate the entire system
Table 5.2. Abstract Methods In AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem
Method Name Parameters Return Type
clone null AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem
runSimulationWithRandomNoise double timeStep, Random rand AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem
getSensorObservation AbstractSpace Space AbstractMeasurement
distance AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem sys AbstractMeasurement
propose AbstractMeasurement measurement AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem
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Figure 5.9. MovsimSystem Class
state without any information lost. The distance function is defined for evaluation purpose, which
is used to show how close are two system states are based on the difference of state variables.
With all these functions been implemented, the extended class can be used as the type of Sys-
temState and then become become a data assimilation system if integrated with a concrete particle
system. For example, in [56] we create MovsimSystem class to extend AbstractSpatialTemporalSys-
tem, which is shown in Figure 5.9. As is shown in MovsimSystem UML diagram, MovsimSystem
keeps a refernce to MovsimWrap class – movsimPF, which is a wrapper of Movsim traffic simulation
model. The implementation of some of the methods defined as abstract in AbstractSpatialTempo-
ralSystem is delegated to movsimPF. clone method first calls the clone method the super class and
then duplicate the movsimPF and movsimSpace, in order to create a deep copy; distance method is
defined to calculate the distance between two movsimPF objects; runSimulation method calls the
runFor method defined in MovsimWrap. More implementation of these methods can be found in
Appendix A, and all of them are ultimately supported by Movsim simulation model. Therefore, the
final step of building up the data assimilation system is to modify the simulation model to provide
all those abstract methods defined in AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem.
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Figure 5.10. Abstract Identical Twin Experiment Package
5.2.4 Identical Twin Experiment Package
Identical twin experiment package defines the identical twin experiment for data assimilation
system. As is shown in figure 5.10, it only contains one class named as AbstractIdenticalTwin-
Experiment. In the figure, we also show how to construct identical twin experiments with concrete
particle system and spatial temporal system. Similar to SystemState, AbstractIdenticalTwin-
Experiment class is also designed as generic type: it accepts as type parameters a pair of subclasses
of AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem and AbstractParicleSystem. Therefore, particle system
and spatial temporal system have to be created before constructing the experiment. As the fig-
ure shows, DEVSFIREBootstrapIdenticalTwinExperiment class, which is an identical twin
experiment to test Bootstrap particle filter algorithm with DEVSFIRE simulation model, can be
created by defining the type parameters as BootstrapFilter class (subclass of AbstractParticleSys-
tem) and DEVSFIRESystem (subclass of AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem).
The methods defined in AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment class represent the basic steps
of the experiment: createRealsystem and createSimulatedSystem are defined to create the “real” and
“simulated” system; createParticleSystem is used to create an instance of the SMC algorithm; These
methods are defined as abstract method, which are enforced to be implemented by its subclasses.
They are invoked in the constructor of AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment in order to make sure
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they have been created before initialization step. initialExperiment method initialize the experiment
by generating a set of particles out of the “simulated” system. The size of the particle set is given
as the initializing parameter; runExperiment method runs the experiment by a certain time step
given by the parameter; These two methods are defined as private methods, which cannot only
be called by public runDataAssimilationExperiment method to ensure initialization is completed
before running data assimilation. runDataAssimilationExperiment accepts two integer value as
input, which define the simulation steps and particle number respectively. reportOnStep method
is defined as abstract method that is called at the end of each simulation step. It be customized
by users to generate experiment reports. For example, in [56], the method is customized to record
the difference between “real” and “simulated” system. At the same time, we could obtain data
assimilation results such as best particle or overall particle error at every time step.
The routine of identical twin experiment is designed according to Algorithm 3 introduced in
Section 3.4.2. The sequence diagram of an experiment is shown in Figure 5.11. For any given
test case, test case profile needs to be defined by users, before initializing the experiment. Then
based on the profile, user initialize the experiment by creating “real system”, “simulated system”
and particle system respectively. After initialization, user iteratively runs the experiment as data
assimilation system. First, experiment runs “real system” and “simulate system” by transition
function, and then generates measurement from “real system”. Subsequently the measurement is
passed to the particle system to update the weight of all particles. Particularly, when updating the
particle system, all particles are updated through the 3-step algorithm. The specific implementation
of sampling, weight updating and resampling will determine the how these particles are updated.
After resampling, a set of selected particles will replaces the old set. The experiment results of each
step is recorded at the end of each iteration. The test case will be terminated when the number of
iterations exceeds the given value.
The aforementioned DEVSFIREBootstrapIdenticalTwinExperiment class first imple-
ments createParticleSystem method to construct the data assimilation algorithm. Afterwards,
createRealsystem and createSimulatedSystem methods are implemented based on the experiment
setting. Subsequently, we can run an identical twin experiment with 2 simple commands: construct
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Figure 5.11. Abstract Identical Twin Experiment
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Source Code 5.1. DEVSFIREBootstrapIdenticalTwinExperiment
1 int stepN = 1 5 ;
int p a r t i c l e N = 5 0 ;
3 /∗ I n s t a n t i a t e MovsimBootstrapIdenticalTwinExperiment ∗/
MovsimBootstrapIdenticalTwinExperiment exp = new
MovsimBootstrapIdenticalTwinExperiment( ) ;
5 /∗ run data a s s i m i l a t i o n :
∗ i n i t i a l i z e @part i c l eN p a r t i c l e s
7 ∗ run exper iment f o r @stepN s i m u l a t i o n s t e p s ∗/
exp. runDataAss imi lat ionExper iement( stepN , p a r t i c l e N ) ;
and run experiments. Below is a snippet of DEVSFIREBootstrapIdenticalTwinExperiment
which includes these steps. In the snippet, we first set the basic parameters of step number and
particle number of the experiment and then construct the experiment object. Then a simple call
of runDataAssimilationExperiement will start the identical twin experiment and record the results.
Notably, developers must override reportOnStep method in order to record useful data assimilation
results and evaluate the system or the algorithm.
5.3 AbstractDataAssimilationSystem Class
As previouly mentioned, AbstractDataAssimilationSystem represents a data assimilation
system integrating SMC algorithm with a simulation model. Specifically, SMC algorithm is defined
by AbstractParticleSystem and simulation model is represented by AbstractSpatialTempo-
ralSystem. The class diagram of AbstractDataAssimilationSystem is shown in 5.12.
As is shown in the figure, AbstractDataAssimilationSystem is defined as generic class,
which accepts as type parameters a pair of subclasses of AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem and
AbstractParicleSystem. We also defined abstract methods, createSimulationSystem and cre-
ateParticleSystem, to create simulation system and particle system. Therefore, a concrete data as-
similation system has to extend this class and implement these methods to create specific simulation
and particle system. The default constructor is then defined to create the data assimilation system
by using these two methods to create instances for simulationSystem and particleSystem. Similar to
AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment, the initialization of particle set and run data assimilation
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Figure 5.12. DataAssimilationSystem Class
for one simulation step are both defined as private methods, which are initialParticleSystem and
updateDataAssimilationSystem. These two methods are invoked in runDataAssimilation method to
ensure the order of initialization before data assimilation. runDataAssimilation is overloaded with
two different sets of input parameters. One of them accepts an array of AbstractMeasurement,
an integer for simulation steps and an integer for number of particles. The other accepts an array
of SystemState, together with two same integers. They are defined different since data assimi-
lation system is designed to accept both a series of measurement or the system state from which
observation data can be obtained. Both methods initialize the particle set before running data
assimilation for the given simulation time steps. Then at each time step, the first method update
data assimilation system by passing the measurement at that time step. The second method calls
the measurement function of SystemState and then pass the measurement. The detail definition
and implementation of all the methods can be found in Appendix A.
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Chapter 6
DATA ASSIMILATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TUTORIAL
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a tutorial to demonstrate the developing process of the data as-
similation system based on our software package. It clearly explains how we can integrate data
assimilation with simulation models, and help researchers to build their own data assimilation sys-
tem with ease. We first introduce the road system simulation model developed under Discrete Event
System Specification (DEVS), which will be later used as the system model in the data assimilation
system. Then we introduce how to prepare a particle system and a spatial temporal system for
data assimilation system. Specifically, Bootstrap particle filter is employed as the data assimilation
algorithm. And we also demonstrate how to modify the road system model so that the spatial
temporal system would fit in the data assimilation framework. Subsequently, we use an identical
twin experiment to run data assimilation of the road system. The results of the data assimilation
system are presented to confirm with the advantage of data assimilation system.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The original road system model is introduced
in Section 6.2. In section 6.3, we use the software package to implement Bootstrap particle system,
and generate wrapper and measurement class to prepare for the integration of simulation model.
Then the details about how to modify the model to make it ready for data assimilation is presented
in section 6.4. Consequently, a series of data assimilation experiments are carried out and the results
are shown in section 6.5 .
6.2 Road System Simulation Model
In this section, we use the road system model to build up a data assimilation system. We
obtain the real-time data of the road system by adding observation components to the road system
model. In this system, the sensors are modeled to retrieve the total number of vehicles waiting in
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Figure 6.1. Roadway Model
both queues for each road segment but the exact number for any queue is hidden. With the help of
data assimilation algorithm, this data can be utilized to produce more accurate estimation than the
simulation model. Specifically, we use Bootstrap particle filter algorithm to assimilate the sensor
data.
6.2.1 Coupled Model
In order to show how we adapt data assimilation framework to DEVS simulation model, a
simple DEVS road model is built up for illustration. This model simulates the traffic in a single-
lane freeway, which is constructed by connected road segments. On each of these road segments,
vehicles are modeled as individuals with their own speeds and positions.
As is shown in figure 6.1, the roadway is modeled as a one-dimensional cellular space where the
cells represent segments. The solid-line rectangle represents the road segments and the dashed-line
rectangle shows the positions of each vehicle in the segment. Each cell keeps track of the positions
and speeds of the vehicles within it. When a vehicle reaches the end of a segment it is added to
the next segment. There are two pairs of input and output ports for each cell. One pair is used
to send and receive vehicles between segments. The other pair transmits the number of vehicles in
the segment to the previous segment. This number message is then used to calculate the speed of
vehicles because of traffic model we used to calculate the speed of vehicles.
The speed of a vehicle in such segment is determined by the number of vehicles in its segment
together with the number in the segment ahead. The equation used to calculate the average speed
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of a road segment is shown in equation (6.1).
vi =

(vmin + (vmax − vmin) ∗ Ni,max −Ni
Ni,max
) ∗ αi+1 Ni > 
vmax ∗ αi+1 Ni < 
(6.1a)
αi+1 =
Ni+1,max −Ni+1
Ni+1,max
(6.1b)
In equation (6.1a), vi denotes the speed of segment i, vmax and vmin determines range of the speed.
Ni,max denotes the maximum capacity of road segment i and Ni denotes the number of vehicles
on the road. ε is a threshold to maximum speed, which allow little traffic to travel in max speed.
αi+1 denotes the coefficient of the segment ahead and is calculated based on Ni+1 that denotes the
number of vehicles ahead. According to these equations, vi depends on the number of vehicles of
the current road and the road ahead, and the more congested the roads are the slower the vehicle
can go. Notably, if αi+1 is as small as 0 which indicates the road ahead is jammed, the vehicle speed
on current road will become 0. In this way, an accident or a traffic jam will propagate backwards
through time.
In addition, a vehicle generator is also modeled to create the vehicles for the road system. As
is shown in Figure 6.1, this generator connects the first segment by the vehicle port. It creates the
vehicles to model the daily traffic, which generate rush hour and normal hour traffic iteratively.
The detail implementation of these models are presented in Section 6.2.2.
6.2.2 Atomic Models
6.2.2.1 Road Segment Model Following Discrete Event System Specification, each of
the road segment is an atomic model that calculates the speed of the vehicles and updates the
positions on it. On each road segment, a queue is used to keep track of all the vehicles on the
segment. The state of a road segment is determined by the number of vehicle in the queue: if no
vehicles are on the segment, the segment is set to “passive”, otherwise “active”. Besides, in order
to send out the number message immediately when it changes, a “temp” state is added to indicate
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Figure 6.2. State Flow Chart of Road Segment Model
the number of vehicles changes. The state transition flow of road segment model is shown in Figure
6.2.
In the figure, Solid arrow lines depict external transitions. As is introduced, we deal with two
different external messages. One indicates vehicle number on the next segment changes and the
other one indicates a new vehicle is added. When a segment receives a vehicle message, the model
first update the positions of all the vehicles in queue according to the elapsed time and current
speed. Then, the vehicle received is added to the queue. The speed of all vehicles is subsequently
updated according to the numbers of vehicles in the queue and the numbers ahead. Since the
number of vehicles increases, the segment need inform the previous segment of the new number.
Therefore, the state is set to “temp” with 0 duration time. When the message is the number of
vehicles ahead, the segment updates the speed and position, schedule the next vehicle-passing event
based on how long will it take for the first vehicle in queue will pass the segment.
The dashed arrow lines depict internal transitions. For internal transition, we deal with two
different situations: “temp” or “active” state. If current state is “temp”, which indicates a number
message has been sent, the segment updates the speed and schedule the next vehicle-passing event
by setting state to “activate” for the time next vehicle will pass. If current state is “active”, which
indicates a vehicle has passed, the segment first check if there is still vehicle in the queue. If it is
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Pseudo Code 1: The DEVS Atomic model of Road Segment
void Initialize() :
passivate() ;
void deltExt (double e, Message x) :
updatePosition(e) ;
int oldSize = listVehicles.size() ;
if (x == vehicle): // vehicle arrives
listVehicles.add(x.getVehicle) ;
else if ( x == number): // Number of Vehicle changes
numberAhead = x.getNumber ;
if ( oldSize ≤ listVehicles.size()): // vehicle number increases in current road
HoldIn(“temp”,0) ;
else if ( ! listVehicles.isEmpty)()): // vehicle number remains and vehicle list is not empty
updateSpeed() ;
holdIn(“active”, getNextPassingTime()) ;
void deltInt() :
if (phaseIs(“temp”)): // phase is “temp”
updateSpeed() ;
holdIn(“active”, getNextPassingTime()) ;
else: // phase is “active”
if (! listVehicles.isEmpty()): // vehicle on road
updatePosition(lastEventTime) ;
updateSpeed() ;
holdIn(“active”,getNextPassingTime()) ;
else: // no vehicle on road
passivate() ;
message out() :
if (phaseIs(“active”)): // phase is “active”
send vehicel message to the next road segment ;
send number message to the previous road segment ;
else: // phase is “temp”
send number message to the previous road segment ;
not empty, the position and speed of each vehicle is then updated, and a vehicle-passing event is
scheduled. Otherwise, the state is set to “passive”.
The pseudo code of external, internal and output message methods are listed in Pseudo Code
1. In addition, several methods are created to update the speed and positions of each vehicle.
computeSpeed is defined according to aforementioned equation (6.1), which calculates the average
speed for each road segment. Then updateSpeed method is defined to update the speed of each vehicle
as mentioned in section 6.2.1, which adds uniform random noise to the average speed. updatePosition
method calculates the position of each vehicle, and move them to the new position. Specifically, no
vehicle pass the other since the road is modeled to have single lane. getNextPassingTime method is
defined to calculate how long it takes for the next vehicle to pass and the returned result is used to
schedule next car passing event. The pseudo Code for these methods is included in Pseudo Code 2.
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Pseudo Code 2: Supplemental Methods of RoadSegment
double computeSpeed( numberlistVehicles, numberAhead) :
/* Calculate average speed */
double speed = vMin + (vMax - vMin) * (numMax - numberVehicles) / (numMax - densityThreshold*numMax) ;
double coefficient = (numMax - numberAhead) / (numMax - densityThreshold*numMax) ;
speed *= coefficient ;
if (speed ≥ vMax): // speed is greater than maximum speed
speed = vMax ;
else if (speed ≤ vMin()): // speed is less than minimum length
speed = vMin ;
return speed ;
void updateSpeed( ) :
/* Calculate average speed */
double avgSpeed = computeSpeed(listVehicles.size(), numberAhead);
for (entity veh : listVehicles ) Vehicle v = (Vehicle)veh;
// v.setSpeed(avgSpeed * (random.nextDouble() * 0.4 +0.8));
foreach (vehicle : listVehicles)do
/* add ±20% random noise to the speed */
v.setSpeed(avgSpeed * (random.nextDouble() * 0.4 +0.8));
void updatePosition( elapsedTime ) :
double frontPos = segLenth ;
foreach (vehicle : listVehicles)do
double newPos = vehicle.getPosition() + vehicle.getSpeed * elapsedTime ;
/* Determine the new position to make sure rear vehicle cannot pass front vehicle */
newPos = (newPos ≤ frontPos ? newPos : frontPos) ;
v.setPosition(newPos) ;
/* record the front vehicle position */
frontPos = newPos ;
double getNextProcssingTime( ) :
/* Find the front vehicle */
Vehicle vehicle = (Vehicle)listVehicles.get(0) ;
if (vehicle.getPosition() ≥ segLength): // vehicle position is greater than road length
return 0 ;
else: // vehicle position is less than road length
return (segLength - vehicle.getPosition()) /vehicle.getSpeed() ;
6.2.2.2 Vehicle Generator Model To simulate a roadway with traffic, we also develop an
atomic model as a vehicle generator to create vehicles for the road model. This generator mimics
the daily traffic by changing the frequency of generation. In a certain time period, it generates
vehicle fast to simulate rush hour traffic. After that it generates the normal hour traffic by reducing
the vehicles generated per second.
Vehicle generator has only one phase of “active”, since it generates the traffic continuously
after created. Every vehicle is created after a certain interval, which will be determined based on
the simulation time. If the simulation time is within the rush hour time, the generation time will
be generated as a uniform random variable, of which the range is defined by pair of constant values.
Similarly, in the normal hour, the time is generated from a higher range so that less vehicles will
be generated in a same period of time. The pseudo code for this model is listed in Pseudo Code 3.
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Pseudo Code 3: The DEVS Atomic model of Vehicle Generator
void Initialize() :
holdIn(”active”, getNextGenerationTime()) ;
void deltInt() :
if (phaseIs(”active”)): // phase is “active”
count = count +1 ;
holdIn(”active”,getNextGenerationTime()) ;
message out() :
message m = new message() ;
content con = makeContent(“out”, getNextVehicle()) ;
m.add(con) ;
return m ;
double getNextGenerationTime( ) :
/* Mod the accumulate time */
int realTime = accumulateTime ;
realTime = realTime % (int)cycletime ;
if (realTime ≤ rushTime AND realTime ≥ 0 ): // current is rush hour
lastEventTime = r.nextInt(MAX FREQENCY RUSH-MIN FREQENCY RUSH) + MIN FREQENCY RUSH ;
else: // current time is normal hour
lastEventTime = r.nextInt(MAX FREQUENCY NORMAL-MIN FREQENCY NORMAL) +
MIN FREQENCY NORMAL ;
accumulateTime += lastEventTime ;
return lastEventTime ;
double getNextVehicle( ) :
/* Create Vehicle */
Vehicle veh = new Vehicle(“veh ” + count) ;
/* Set position and Speed to 0 since the speed and position will be updated by the segment */
veh.setPosition(0) ;
veh.setSpeed(0) ;
return veh;
6.2.3 DEVS Road Simulation
With the models ready, we can now connect the road segments and vehicle generator to simulate
the traffic. A simple traffic simulation is developed to show how the model works. In the simulation,
30 road segments are constructed to build a single-lane circle roadway, and the vehicle generator
is connected to the first road segment. Each of the road segment is 100 meters long, and can
accommodate at most 33 cars. The simulation runs for 12 simulation steps, and each of the time
steps is 240 seconds. The vehicle generator is set to generate vehicles at the first 1500 seconds and
no vehicles are generated after that. The simulation result for some of the simulation steps is shown
in Figure 6.3.
This figure shows the overview of the traffic at 5 different time steps. The vertical axis denotes
the vehicle number on the segments; The horizontal axis denotes the segments. As Figure 6.3 shows,
through 1200 seconds, the vehicle number increases as more and more vehicles are generated and
travel through all road segments. The first several road segments have a little more vehicles than
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Figure 6.3. Road Model Simulation Results
the latter segments since all vehicles are coming from the first segment. After 1500 seconds, the
traffic seems equally balanced on all segments, that theres is no much difference between segments.
This implies that the equation used to build road segment models tends to generate equilibrate
traffic. The underlying reason is all vehicles are having the same speed in a segment and speed is
affected by neighbor segments. The faster road segments are becoming slower when the next road
segments are slower, and the slower road segments are becoming faster when the next road segment
are faster. This makes all road segments become more and more similar in speed, and so does the
vehicle number.
However, in real world, traffic is not always evenly distributed, because individual vehicles
have different speed and accidents happens from time to time. These factors can make the traffic
congested and largely different from the presented simple model. In order to model the congested
condition, a customized vehicle is added to the road segment. This vehicle behavior is not controlled
by the given equation and capable of slowing down as 2 meters per second for a period of time.
Since this speed is far more slow than the maximum (about 30 meters per second), it will eventually
slow down the entire traffic all through the road.
In this simulation, shown in Figure 6.4, a slow vehicle is added to the road on the third road
segment, and this slow vehicle will be slow for the whole simulation. To better show the congestion,
the vehicle is added after 1500 seconds, so that there are enough vehicles to build up the traffic.
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Figure 6.4. Simulation Results for Congested Traffic
The simulation runs for 12 steps, 60 seconds for each. As Figure 6.4 shows, the slow vehicle blocks
the traffic and the vehicles behind it propagated and form the congestion. As time advances, the
congested area slowly moves forward as expected and keeps shape all the way.
Although the congested traffic behavior is not exactly the same as the real world. It helps the
road model to somehow generate congested traffic and make it different from the original model.
In section 6, we will how data assimilation helps determine the traffic state of a road system with
a customized vehicle by the modified road model without any customized vehicle added.
6.3 Data Assimilation Preparation
The objective of this tutorial is to build data assimilation system from this road system and
use Bootstrap particle filter algorithm to improve the prediction of the model. As introduced in
Section 5.2, our software successfully decouples the development of a data assimilation system since
the interface and connection between SMC algorithm and simulation model have already been
taken care of. As a result, developers only need to implement SMC algorithm as a subclass of
AbstractParticleSystem and simulation system as a subclass of AbstractSpatialTemporal-
System separately. Specifically, in this tutorial, we will use Bootstrap particle filter and road
system model to demonstrate the process.
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Figure 6.5. BootstrapFilter
6.3.1 Bootstrap Particle Filter
As previously mentioned in Section 5.2.2, in the SMC package, Bootstrap filter is already imple-
mented. Bootstrap filter algorithm is created as BootstrapFilter class which extends Abstract-
ParticleSystem. As is shown in Figure 6.5, BootstrapFilter is aggregated by PriorSampling,
LikelihoodWeight and SystematicResampling classes. BootstrapFilter, as is introduced in 5.7,
only needs to define its own constructor method by creating instances of these classes since other
methods in AbstractParticleSystem has defined the general procedure of SMC algorithm. The
three strategy classes are forced to implement the abstract methods defined by the corresponding su-
per classes. PriorSampling implements the abstract sampling method by calling transitionModel
function defined in StateInterface for each particle. LikelihoodWeight implements the abstract
updateUnnormalizedWeight method to calculate the weight of each particle. The current weight
is the multiplication of the previous weight and the posterior density of the particle. Systemati-
cResampling implements the abstract resampling method using systematic resampling algorithm
introduced in [70]. The source code of these three classes is listed in Appendix A.
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In this way, a Bootstrap particle system is completely defined and can be easily used for data
assimilation. If another SMC algorithm is proposed, researchers can follow the steps to develop
their specific strategy classes of sampling, weight updating and resampling. And a new particle
system can be constructed by combing them effortless.
6.3.2 Spatial Temporal System
With data assimilation algorithm available, We only need to take care of the simulation model.
We starts by creating a subclass of AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem, named DEVSRoadSys-
tem, and develop it as a wrapper class to wrap up the road system model (keep a reference to the
road system). This class, which extends AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem class, is forced to
implement the abstract methods defined in it. As mentioned in 5.2.3, this includes clone, run-
Simulation, getSensorObservation and runSimulationWithNoise method. The signatures of these
methods are listed in table 6.1.
And the class diagram and source code of these methods are shown in Figure 6.6. The roadSys-
tem variable is an instance of RoadSystem class, which is a wrapper class for road system model.
As is shown in the figure, the implementation of all these methods will use this wrapper to complete
the task, which is explained in detail as follows.
clone method accepts no parameter and return a deep copy of the wrapper class. It is manda-
tory because SMC methods requires that all particles can be duplicated and clone method is the
way of duplicate objects in Java. If some components of a system model are not cloneable or ed-
itable, the model should provide equivalent method to generate a duplicate copy. Specifically, in
RoadSystem uses a copy constructor to duplicate the simulation system. We will further explain
why a copy constructor is used in Section 6.4.
Table 6.1. Abstract Methods to be Implemented
Name Parameters Return Type
runSimulation int stepLength AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem
runSimulationWithRandomNoise int stepLength AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem
getSensorObservation AbstractSpace Space AbstractMeasurement
clone null AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem
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Figure 6.6. DEVSRoadSystem Class
runSimulation method accepts an integer value as parameter, and return the next state of the
system of type AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem. This method is delegated by SystemState
class to run as transition function of a system state. Therefore, the method is designed to run the
simulation system by the given amount of time. Specifically, it uses run method to advance the
road system model from current time by the “timeStep”.
runSimulationWithRandomNoise method has the same parameter and return value defined.
It is delegated to run as transitionModel function by SystemState class, which run the simulation
system with random noise added. This method is designed to fulfill the requirement of stochasticity
for SMC algorithms. Since the road system model is a deterministic model, this method has to
be implemented explicitly with artificial random noise. The random noise should be added to the
system state to be estimated or the measurement from the system state. Specifically, it first call
run method to run simulation and then add random noise by calling addNoise method.
getSensorObservation method accepts an AbstractSpace variableand return an Abstract-
Measurement object. It is delegated to retrieve the sensor observation data from a running
system model. The real time sensor data is then encapsulated as AbstractMeasurement and
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will eventually be used to update the weight. For any system model, a measurement class ex-
tending AbstractMeasurement is required to be created and weightUpdate method is forced to
implement in order to deal with the sensor data from this specific system. Specifically, DEVS-
RoadSystemMeasurement is created to encapsulate the sensor data obtained from road system.
It also implements updateWeight method based on the data, of which the source code is listed in
Appendix A.
To summarize the process, two classes, one extends AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem and
one extends AbstractMeasurement, have to be created and the abstract methods are meant
to be implemented. For the example of road system model, we create DEVSRoadSystem class
to wrap up the model and DEVSRoadSystemMeasurement class to encapsulate sensor data.
Then DEVSRoadSystem is ready to be integrated with Bootstrap particle system and perform
data assimilation if all the methods from RoadSystem are successfully implemented.
6.4 Road System Model Modification
Although the software reduce the work to only several methods, there is still a lot of work
to make the simulation model support all these operations. Let us first briefly review the general
problems of data assimilation for simulation models which has been discussed in Section 3.5.
1. System transition function of the simulation model should make sure the time is consistent
with the dynamic state space model. However, in this DEVS road system model, the original
system transition function of DEVS model advances the time according to scheduled events
car passes to the next road for example. Therefore, the current model will not stop at the
given time unless a vehicle is scheduled passing at that time.
2. A measurement function needs to be implemented for simulation models, which maps the
system state to observation in every time step. As is presented in Section 6.2 the road system
model does not contain any sensors or implement measurement function. So we need to enable
the simulation model retrieve real time data from the system.
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Figure 6.7. Modified Road System Model
3. Furthermore, the simulation model is required to be a stochastic model while the road system
model is deterministic. For the reason, we need manually add some random noise to the
system state in order to make it stochastic.
With these problems in mind, we will understand how the software helps when referring those
abstract methods implemented by DEVSRoadSystem as is shown in Figure 6.6. Generally speak-
ing, those abstract methods are designed to solve those problems. The StateInterface and Sys-
temState defined in SMC package eventually forces the simulation model to satisfy the requirement
for data assimilation system. Specifically, the simulation model is modified to support the abstract
methods by implementing the following methods. run method accepts a simulation time step as
parameter and the system model should stop exactly at the given time, which is called by run-
Simulation method. addNoise method is called in runSimulationWithRandomNoise, which adds
artificial random noise to the system model. getMeasurement method is called to return the sensor
data, and then used to construct DEVSRoadSystemMeasurement. distance method calculates
the distance between two simulation model and returns as the distance between two system state.
clone method of DEVSRoadSystem is implemented as a copy constructor instead of the original
clone method defined by Java.
The modified model is also listed in Appendix A.
This atomic model only has one “active” once the system starts. In initialize method, the model
schedules an event for a given amount of time. timeInterval is the parameter used to construct this
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model, which will be used as the simulation time interval. deltint method defines internal transitions
of this model, which repeated schedule the same event with the give time interval so that the road
system will be sure to stop at that time. deltext method defines the external transition, which picks
up the returned message from all road segments. This message can be modeled to carry the state
information or sensor observation, and further be used as state measurement. In this road system,
the message only contains the average speed of each road segment. out method sends out the time
step signal to all road segments and is triggered every time when internal transition ends.
With this extra component, we are able to run the simulation for a given time step, and gener-
ate observation data at the same time. As a result, both runSimulation and getSensorObservation
methods are able to execute correctly with this modified model. As previously mentioned, runSim-
ulation method advances the system with the simulation time step. Therefore, we need to define
the time duration of the simulation time step when we create the ObservationCollect model.
The observation we defined for this road system model is the average speed on a road segment.
With this ObservationCollect model, we only need to retrieve the recorded information from the
model and use it to generate measurement. To be noted, the observation data is then encapsulated
in DEVSRoadSystemMeasurement. Since the information is simple, a list of double values is
created to store the observation, which includes information of all road segments. Since the sensors
are modeled as sparsely deployed in a real system, we use an array of binary value to indicate on
which road the sensor is deployed. For complex sensor data, developers can define certain data
structure to represent the data and the deployment of sensors. Besides it is also more convenient
Pseudo Code 4: Pseudo Code of Observation Collect Model
void Initialize() :
holdIn((”active”), timeInterval); ;
void deltExt (double e, Message x) :
if ( x == “observation”): // Receive message at ”observation” port
observation = x.getObservation() ;
void deltInt() :
if (phaseIs(”active”)): // phase is “active”
holdIn((”active”), timeInterval) ;
message out() :
if (phaseIs(“active”)): // phase is “active”
send observation collect message to all road models
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to add sensor noise in this measurement class so that all data models can be calibrated within this
class.
As is introduced, the clone method needs to duplicate all the information about the vehicles.
In addition, in order to make this system runnable as a simulation model, we need also include
information to rebuild a road system. For example, we need to know how many road segments there
are in this system and how much time the simulation has simulated in order to duplicate the original
system model. However, DEVS package does not allow the modification to override all classes with
cloneable interface. We indirectly solve the problem by creating copy constructors for the road
system model, which copies sufficient information to rebuild the system model. Modification needs
to be made for initialize function shown in Pseudo Code 1 since road system created from copy
constructors may start with several vehicles on road.
In addition, to implement runSimulationWithRandomNoise method a random noise is needed
since the simulation model is deterministic. As is mentioned, this random noise should be defined
according to the information related to either the observation data or the system state to be esti-
mated. In other words, it depends on what a concrete data assimilation system is. Specifically, in
the data assimilation experiment, the random noise is designed to randomly add a slow vehicle in
the road system example. And the reason why we design it in this way will be explained in Section
6.5.
The modified road system model now supports all the methods defined in AbstractSpatial-
TemporalSystem. The DEVSRoadSystem class we have created in Section 6.3.2 can now be
used to build up data assimilation system . By extending AbstractDataAssimilationSystem
class, we can define BootstrapDEVSRoadSystem class to be constructed by DEVSRoadSys-
tem and BootstrapFilter. Similarly, following the example in Section 5.2.4, we can create DE-
VSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment which extends AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment
to run identical twin experiment.
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Figure 6.8. DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment Class
6.5 Data Assimilation Experiment
In this section, we discuss how to create DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment class
with DEVSRoadSystem and BootstrapFilter. And the experiment setting and results will be
presented afterwards.
6.5.1 Road System Bootstrap Experiment
Thanks to the identical twin experiment package, we can create an identical twin experiment
by simply defining DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment with DEVSRoadSystem and
BootstrapFilter as the two type parameters. Then the abstract methods defined in Abstrac-
tIdenticalTwinExperiment are forced to be implemented. Similar to the DEVSFIREBoot-
strapIdenticalTwinExperiment, we first implement createParticleSystem method to construct
the data assimilation algorithm. And then we implement createRealsystem and createSimulatedSys-
tem methods based on the experiment setting, which will be explained in Section 6.5.2. The brief
code snippet of these three methods is presented in Figure 6.8. In addition, we override reportOn-
Step method and record data assimilation results, such as the distance error between real system
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Source Code 6.1.
//I n i t i a l i z e parameters
2 L i s t <DataAssimilat ionSystemReport> l i s t R e p o r t s = new ArrayList<>();
int r e p e a t = 1 0 ;
4 int stepN = 1 5 ;
int p a r t i c l e N = 5 0 ;
6 /∗ I n s t a n t i a t e DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment ∗/
DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment exp = new
DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment( ) ;
8 DataAss imi lat ionSystemReport avgReport = nul l ;
//Run data a s s i m i l a t i o n f o r s e v e r a l t imes
10 for ( int i =0; i < r e p e a t ; i ++ ) {
/∗ run data a s s i m i l a t i o n :
12 ∗ i n i t i a l i z e @part ic l eN p a r t i c l e s
∗ run exper iment f o r @stepN s i m u l a t i o n s t e p s ∗/
14 DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment exp = new
DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment( ) ;
exp. runDataAss imi lat ionExper iement( stepN , p a r t i c l e N ) ;
16 //Record r e s u l t s
l i s t R e p o r t s . add( exp. getReport( ) ) ;
18 }
//C a l c u l a t e the average a s the f i n a l r e s u l t
20 avgReport = DEVSRoadSystemReport. averageReport( l i s t R e p o r t s ) ;
and simulated error or best particle, the system state information of vehicle number of each road
segment. Specifically, we create a report class, DataAssimilationSystemReport, to record those
results and output to files after the experiment is done. This class also provides tools to calculate
the average of multiple runs of the experiment since some components of the simulation models
contain randomness.
To run the identical twin experiment of DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment, the
developers should follow the steps demonstrated in Source Code 6.1. First, the parameters are ini-
tialized: the number of steps, the number of particles, the times the experiment repeats and a list
to store the experiment reports. For different purpose, the parameters are set to different values to
get corresponding reports. Then we instantiate an experiment by calling the constructor method of
DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment, and carry out the experiment simply by calling run-
DataAssimilationExperiment method with the given parameters. As reportOnStep method records
the simulation results at every time step, after the data assimilation all data assimilation results
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are stored in the report object. In this example, we collect the reports from multiple runs of the
experiment, and use the static averageReport method defined in DEVSRoadsystemReport class
to calculate the average results. For all the results shown in Section ??, the values are averaged from
10 runs with same parameters. The source code of DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment
and DataAssimilationSystemReport can be found in Appendix A.8 and A.9.
6.5.2 Experiment Setting
With the system model and SMC methods built up, we can then proceed to use identical
twin experiment paradigm to evaluate the data assimilation system. Therefore, the experiment is
designed to show how data assimilation improves the system state estimation when simulation model
fails. According the paradiam, we construct two different road system simulation as “simulated
system” and “real system”. As a contrast, the system state of “real system” varies from the
“simulated system”. Therefore, the “simulated system” models a normal road system without
congestion using the modified simulation model, while the “real system” is constructed by generating
congestions by adding a customized individual vehicle. The particles, used for data assimilation, are
generated by cloning the “simulated system” and will be updated at each time step when observation
from the “real system” is available. The experiment results are recorded at each data assimilation
time step, including the state of “real system”, “simulated system” and the best particle, which is
recorded as a list of vehicle number on each road segments. The snapshot of the state will show how
data assimilation outperform the “simulated system” in the process. In addition, the Root Square
Mean Error (RSME) of the vehicle number is also documented to quantify the performance. At
each time step t, RSME is calculated as
RSMEt =
√∑N
i=1(s
t
i − s′ti)
N
(6.2)
Where i is the index of road segment and N is the total number of road segments; sit and s
′i
t represent
the vehicle number of two different system, such as “real system” and “simulate system”, or “real
system” and best particle. The detail experiment setting and results are illustrated as followed.
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The experiments include three different test cases, which show how data assimilation make up
for the simulation model in different depths. Table 6.2 describes the purpose and basic settings for
the test cases. And for each test case, the “simulated system” shares the same setting: There are
30 road segments, each of which is 100 meters; The maximum speed and density are 30 m/s and 33
vehicles per road. The setting of “real system” will be introduced in the following subsections. For
all test cases, we use 400 particles for the data assimilation process and the experiment results are
average of 10 simulation runs.
Table 6.2. Constant Parameters
Test Cass “Simulated System” “Real System”
1 Normal Traffic One slow vehicle added to normal traffic
2 Normal Traffic One customized vehicle added
3 Normal Traffic two slow vehicles added
6.5.3 Test Case 1
We assume there are already some traffic on the roads before the slow vehicle is added. There-
fore, the vehicle generator produces vehicles for 1500 seconds and the experiment starts afterwards.
The slow vehicle in the “real system” is added to the 3rd road segment before the first time step
and it travels 2 m/s. The experiment runs for 36 simulation steps (60 seconds each) in order to
show the convergence of data assimilation results. To be noted, the sensors are considered only
cover
1
3
of the road segments, which means the measurement function can only retrieve the system
state information from these covered road segments
In Figure 6.9, 4 system state results of the 36 time steps are selected to compare the estimation
results between particle system and simulated system. In the figure, the vertical axis denotes
the vehicle number, while the horizontal axis denotes the index of road segments. And blue line
represents the “real system”; the red line represents the best particle and the green line represents
the “simulated system”.
As the figure shows, the vehicle number of “simulated system” remains almost the same at
any steps. It forms a relatively straight line since the normal traffic tends to generate equilibrium.
On the contrary, “real system” will always has some of the roads jammed since the slow vehicle
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Figure 6.9. System State Results for Test Case 1
blocks the traffic. As expected, the best particle generates the similar congested system state as
the “real system” because the Bootstrap particle filtering algorithm is able to find the best possible
system state based on the sensor observation. This is also due to the randomness we added to the
simulation model which can generate congested system state in transition function.
Therefore, the data assimilation successfully remedies the differences between “real system”
and “simulated system” and correctly estimate the system state.
Figure 6.10 shows the RMSE of vehicle numbers in all time steps. The vertical axis denotes
RMSE and the horizontal axis denotes the simulation time. The green line represents the error
between “simulated system” and “real system”; the red line represent the error between best particle
and “real system”, and the purple line represents the filtered error, which is weighted average of
RMSE between each particle and “real system”.
As the figure shows, the error of “simulated system” is bigger than it from particle system.
And after a few steps, the filtered error converges, and as the time goes on, the error maintains
low compared to “simulated system”. The comparison does not only prove data assimilation can
improve the estimation of system states, but also assure the convergence when particle number is
sufficient and the random noise is well defined.
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Figure 6.10. RSME Result for Test Case 1
6.5.4 Test Case 2
In test case 2, we use the same setting to construct the “simulated system”, but add a different
customized vehicle instead of a simple slow vehicle. This vehicle can change the behavior through
the simulation process: within a certain period, it runs as slow as 2 m/s; and it changes to a normal
vehicle (speed determined by the model) in another period. This vehicle alternatively switch the
behaviors by a given period of time. Specifically in this test, for every 180 seconds, it runs slowly
for the first 112.5 seconds (
5
8
of 180 seconds), and for the other rest of the cycle it will run normally.
With this customized vehicle, test case 2 can show that data assimilation not only estimate the
congested traffic, but also can estimate normal traffic when the condition changes. In addition, we
also want to discuss how the sensor information or measurement affects the estimation. Therefore,
we also runs the experiment with different sensor-to-road ratio from
1
5
,
1
3
, to
1
2
. Intuitively, the
more sensor we use, the sensor information is more reliable and the result should be more accurate.
The experiment of test case 2 runs for 12 simulation steps, which includes 4 cycles of the
customized vehicle. The other settings are the same as test case 1. The system state results for
different sensor-to-road ratio is presented in Figure 11. In the figure 6.11, the vertical axis denotes
the vehicle number, while the horizontal axis denotes the index of road segments. And blue line
represents the “real system” and the red line represents the best particle. The “simulated system”
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Figure 6.11. Data Assimilation Result for Test Case 2
is removed since the behavior is the same as the test case 1. And from the top row to the bottom,
the ratio is
1
5
,
1
3
, to
1
2
respectively.
As it shows in Figure 6.11, 4 simulation steps, 1, 4, 8 and 12, are selected to present since in
these steps the “real system” are transiting from congested to normal, then normal to congested.
As expected, no matter how many sensors are deployed, with 400 particles data assimilation results
matches the pattern of “real system” almost perfectly.
Figure 6.12. RSME Result for Test Case 2
Besides, in Figure 6.12, the filtered RMSE error for different sensor-to-road ratio is presented.
The RMSE report clearly shows that the accuracy of the data assimilation system improves as more
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sensors are deployed. Moreover, the error fluctuates a little since the customized vehicle is changing
the traffic. However, as the number of sensor increases, the line tends to become more stable, which
indicates the importance of sensor in a different perspective.
6.5.5 Test Case 3
In test case 3, the “real system” contains two slow vehicles, which makes it even more chal-
lenging for data assimilation to estimate the state correctly. However, similar to test case 2, the
purpose of this experiment is to find the relation between the random component and the estima-
tion accuracy. Therefore, we choose two different value,
1
30
and
1
15
for the possibility of a road
becoming congested and compare the simulation result in test case 3. Other experiment settings,
such as sensor ratio, number of roads, are the same as test 1, except this test runs for 15 steps. As it
Figure 6.13. Data Assimilation Result for Test Case 3
shows in Figure 6.13, the “real system” in blue line will always has two congested area throughout
the simulation. The best particle result can no longer match the pattern in all simulation steps. For
example, in the 9th step and 15th step with congestion possibility as
1
30
. The red line only has part
of the road is congested and the number of vehicle becomes zero. That is because the possibility of
having two congested road segments is only
1
30
∗ 1
30
=
1
900
. Even with 400 particles, it is impossible
to have two congested road segments in every simulation step, and have to be the same as the “real
system”. When the congestion possibility increases to
1
15
, as it shows in the second row of Figure
6.13, it is more possible to match the congested area. However, with only 400 particles, the result
in step 15 still cannot match both congested areas.
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The RMSE result is presented in Figure 6.14, which indicates the effect brought by the conges-
tion possibility. The higher the congestion possibility is, it is more likely to generate particles with
two congested areas, which is more likely to be selected based on the measurement. Therefore, the
blue line shows better accuracy in most simulation steps.
Figure 6.14. RSME Result for Test Case 3
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
Assimilating real-time sensor data into simulations is an effective approach for improving mod-
els predictive abilities. Data assimilation technique employs observed data into the simulation model
to produce a time sequence of estimated system states. By utilizing the most recent observation at
every time step, the simulation model can generate more accurate system states and better predic-
tions. Our previous work regarding data assimilation have been proved to be useful and effective for
DEVS-FIRE simulation [50, 52], crowd behavior simulation [54, 53] and traffic simulation [56]. In
this dissertation, we summarize all this work and discuss the general issues about data assimilation
for simulation models.
First, we develop data assimilation framework to make data assimilation technique more avail-
able for behavior simulation models. In this framework, the simulation model is formalized as a
sensor monitored spatial temporal system , which is a composition of several components. On the
other hand, SMC methods are also abstracted as general algorithms, which describes the essential
flow of data assimilation system, including the basic steps of SMC methods. Besides, the experiment
design defines a structured approach to build data assimilation system based on our framework and
outlines the process of validating or evaluating data assimilation system. Specifically, the idea of
identical twin experiment is introduced as an important experiment paradigm for data assimilation
system.
We also present DEVS-FIRE data assimilation to evaluate the proposed framework by im-
plementing both Bootstrap and SenSim particle filter for DEVS-FIRE simulation model. In this
example, both Bootstrap and SenSim particle filter are developed according to the framework. The
DEVS-FIRE model is also modified to be consistent with sensor monitored spatial temporal system.
Experiments are carried out to compare the performance of both Bootstrap and SenSim methods
in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Detail analysis for SenSim method is also included to justify
the effectiveness and correctness.
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Moreover, we develop an open source software to support the data assimilation framework. This
is because even with a completed conceptual structure, to finally implement the data assimilation
system together with SMC algorithm still need lots of efforts. This software successfully separate
the design of algorithms from the modification of simulation model, which enables the researchers
to focus on the algorithms and the developers to concentrate of how to adapt the simulation model.
By defining abstract classes and interfaces, we provide the developers guidance to implement SMC
methods and modify simulation systems. By means of advanced design patterns, the loose coupling
between simulation models and SMC algorithms provides excellent reusability.
Finally, we present a tutorial to demonstrate the developing process of the data assimilation
system based on our software package. It clearly explains how we can integrate data assimilation
with simulation models, and help researchers to build their own data assimilation system with ease.
Specifically, we use a simple roadway simulation system and Bootstrap particle filter as a concrete
example. We also show how to carry out an identical twin experiment based on our software. As
the result shows, data assimilation performs much better in terms of accuracy than the simulation
model.
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Appendix A
SOURCE CODE
Source Code A.1. Abstract Classes in SMC Package
2 public abstract class SamplingStrategy
{
4 public abstract AbstractState sampling(AbstractState currentState , AbstractMeasurement measurement);
}6
public abstract class ResamplingStrategy
8 {
public abstract List <Particle > resampling( List <Particle > particleSet );
10 }
12 public abstract class WeightUpdatingStrategy
{
14 /**
* Update the weights for a particle set according to the current measurement.
16 * Note: not all the weight updating strategies need the sampling strategy. When it happens , they ignore the samplingStrategy.
* @param particleSet {s_i, w_i} at t
18 * @param measurement m_t
* @param samplingStrategy the sampling strategy that used to obtain the current particle sets
20 */
public void updateWeights( List <Particle > particleSet , AbstractMeasurement measurement , SamplingStrategy sampler )
22 {
updateUnnormalizedWeights(particleSet , measurement , sampler);
24 normalizeWeights(particleSet);
}
26 protected abstract void updateUnnormalizedWeights(List <Particle > particleSet , AbstractMeasurement measurement , SamplingStrategy
samplingStrategy);
private void normalizeWeights(List <Particle > particleSet)
28 {
BigDecimal totalWeight = BigDecimal.ZERO;
30 for( Particle p : particleSet )
totalWeight = p.weight.add(totalWeight);
32
if (totalWeight.compareTo(BigDecimal.ZERO) == 0)
34 for (Particle p : particleSet)
p.weight = BigDecimal.ONE.divide(BigDecimal.valueOf(particleSet.size()) , GlobalConstants.BIG_DECIMAL_MATHCONTEXT);
36 else
for (Particle p : particleSet)
38 p.weight = p.weight.divide(totalWeight , GlobalConstants.BIG_DECIMAL_MATHCONTEXT);
}
40 }
}
42
public abstract class AbstractMeasurement {
44 public abstract BigDecimal weightUpdate(AbstractMeasurement measurement);
}
Source Code A.2. PriorSampling Class
1 /**
* Draw a sample from the transition prior. Given s_t = f(s_t-1, v) , draw a sample from p(v) , then apply f to get s_t.
3 */
public class PriorSampling extends SamplingStrategy
5 {
@Override
7 public AbstractState sampling(AbstractState currentState , AbstractMeasurement measurement)
{
9 AbstractState s=null;
try
11 {
s = currentState.transitionModel(currentState.drawNextRandomComponentSample());
13 }
catch (StateFunctionNotSupportedException e)
15 {
e.printStackTrace();
17 System.exit(1);
}
19 return s;
}
21 }
Source Code A.3. SystematicResampling Class
1 /**
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* The Systematic resampling strategy. Note the weights on input particles have to be normalized.
3 */
public class SystematicResampling extends ResamplingStrategy
5 {
private Random rand;
7 public SystematicResampling()
{
9 rand = GlobalConstants.RAND;
}
11 public SystematicResampling (long randomSeed )
{
13 rand = new Random(randomSeed);
}
15 @Override
public List <Particle > resampling(List <Particle > particleSet)
17 {
System.out.println("SMC======================Resampling Started");
19 for(int i=0; i<particleSet.size();i++)
System.out.format("%5.4f ", particleSet.get(i).weight);
21 System.out.println();
// Number of particles
23 int N = particleSet.size();
// Return the same particle set, if N<=1
25 if(N<=1) return particleSet;
// Determine the number of offsprings of each particle
27 BigDecimal u = BigDecimal.valueOf(rand.nextDouble()/N);
int[] offspringNumber = new int[N];
29 BigDecimal preSum= BigDecimal.ZERO;
for(int i=0; i<N; i++)
31 {
offspringNumber[i]=0;
33 preSum = preSum.add(particleSet.get(i).weight);
for(;u.compareTo(preSum) <=0; u=u.add(BigDecimal.valueOf(1.0/N)))
35 {
offspringNumber[i]++;
37 }
}39
for(int i=0; i<N; i++)
41 System.out.printf("%06d " , offspringNumber[i]);
System.out.println();43
// Duplicate samples
45 Vector <Particle > resampledParticles = new Vector <Particle >();
for( int i=0; i<N; i++)
47 {
for(int j=0; j<offspringNumber[i]; j++)
49 {
Particle p = particleSet.get(i);
51 try
{
53 resampledParticles.add(new Particle( (AbstractState)p.state.clone(), BigDecimal.valueOf(1.0/N) ));
}
55 catch (CloneNotSupportedException e)
{
57 e.printStackTrace();
System.exit(1); // abnormal exit
59 }
}
61 }
63 return resampledParticles;
}
65
}
Source Code A.4. LikelihoodWeight Class
/**
2 * Calculate the weight by using measurementPdf method of AbstractState
*/
4 public class LikelihoodWeight extends WeightUpdatingStrategy
{6
@Override
8 protected void updateUnnormalizedWeights(List <Particle > particleSet , AbstractMeasurement measurement , SamplingStrategy sampler)
{
10 try
{
12 int i=0;
for (Particle p : particleSet)
14 {
p.weight = p.weight.multiply(p.state.measurementPdf(measurement));
16 i++;
}
18 }
catch (StateFunctionNotSupportedException e)
20 {
e.printStackTrace();
22 System.exit(1);
}
24 }
}
Source Code A.5. AbstractDataAssimilationSystem Class
1 public abstract class AbstractDataAssimilationSystem <S extends AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem , T extends AbstractParticleSystem > {
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protected final SystemState <S> system;
3 protected final T particleSystem;
5 public AbstractDataAssimilationSystem() {
this.system = this.createSimulationSystem();
7 this.particleSystem = this.createParticleSystem();
}
9
private void initializeParticleSystem (int particleNumber) {
11 try {
particleSystem.initializeParticleSet(system , particleNumber);
13 } catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) {
// TODO Auto -generated catch block
15 e.printStackTrace();
}
17 }
19 private void updateDataAssimilationSystem(AbstractMeasurement measurement) {
this.particleSystem.updateParticle(measurement);
21 }
23 public void runDataAssimilation(AbstractMeasurement[] measurementArray , int stepNumber , int partcleNumber) {
//Initial particle set
25 initializeParticleSystem(partcleNumber);
27 for( int t=1; t<=stepNumber; t++ ) {
System.out.println("SMC -------------- Step" + t + " started !!!! ");
29
// Assimilate data to the particle system
31 updateDataAssimilationSystem(measurementArray[t-1]);
33 System.out.println("SMC -------------- particles finished");
}35
}
37 public void runDataAssimilation(SystemState <S>[] systemArray , int stepNumber , int partcleNumber) {
39 //Initial particle set
initializeParticleSystem(partcleNumber);
41
for( int t=1; t<=stepNumber; t++ ) {
43 System.out.println("SMC -------------- Step" + t + " started !!!! ");
45 // Assimilate data to the particle system
updateDataAssimilationSystem(systemArray[t-1].measurementFunction());
47
System.out.println("SMC -------------- particles finished");
49 }
}
51 abstract public SystemState <S> createSimulationSystem() ;
abstract public T createParticleSystem() ;
53 }
Source Code A.6. MovsimSystem Class
public class MovsimSystem extends AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem implements Cloneable{
2
protected MovsimWrap movsimPF;
4 protected double stepLength = GlobalConstants.STEP_LENTH;
6 /**
* This constructor is used when constructing the system in experiment class
8 * @param stepLength
* @throws JAXBException
10 * @throws SAXException
*/
12 public MovsimSystem() throws JAXBException , SAXException {
String[] args = { "-f", "../sim/buildingBlocks/startStop.xprj" };
14 movsimPF = new MovsimWrap(args);
space = createSystemSpace();
16 }
18 /**
*
20 * @param movsimPF
*/
22 public MovsimSystem(MovsimWrap movsimPF){
try {
24 this.movsimPF = movsimPF.duplicate();
space = createSystemSpace();
26
} catch (JAXBException | SAXException e) {
28 e.printStackTrace();
}
30 }
32 public MovsimWrap getMovSimWrap() {
return movsimPF;
34 }
36 public void createObstacle(double startTime , int roadId , int laneId) {
movsimPF.createObstacle(startTime , roadId , laneId);
38 }
40 public void createSelfRecoverObstacle(double startTime , int roadId , int laneId ,double endTime) {
movsimPF.createSelfRecoveryObstacle(startTime , roadId , laneId , endTime);
42 }
44 public MovsimSystem createRealSystem() {
MovsimSystem sim = null;
46 try {
sim = (MovsimSystem) this.clone();
48 sim.createObstacle(1, 2, 2);
} catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) {
50 e.printStackTrace();
}
52 return sim;
}
54
public MovsimSystem createSimulatedSystem() {
56 MovsimSystem sim = null;
try {
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58
sim = (MovsimSystem) this.clone();
60 } catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
62 }
return sim;
64 }
66 /**
* This method is used to divide the system space
68 */
public void updateSystemSpace(List <MovsimRoadSpace > roads) {
70 this.space = new MovsimSpace(roads);
72 }
74 public static MovsimSystem MovsimSystem( MovsimSystem [] systems) {
MovsimWrap wraps[] = new MovsimWrap [systems.length];
76 for (int i = 0; i < wraps.length; i++) {
wraps[i] = systems[i].getMovSimWrap();
78 }
MovsimSystem fullSystem = null;
80 try {
fullSystem = new MovsimSystem(MovsimWrap.combineMovsim(wraps));
82 } catch (JAXBException | SAXException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
84 }
86 return fullSystem;
}
88
@Override
90 public MovsimSystem clone() throws CloneNotSupportedException {
MovsimSystem c = null;
92 try
{
94 c = (MovsimSystem)super.clone();
c.movsimPF = this.movsimPF.duplicate();
96 c.space = (MovsimSpace) space.clone();
}
98 catch (CloneNotSupportedException e)
{
100 // TODO Auto -generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
102 }
catch (JAXBException e)
104 {
e.printStackTrace();
106 }
catch (SAXException e)
108 {
e.printStackTrace();
110 }
112 return c;
}114
@Override
116 public double distance(AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem sys) {
return this.movsimPF.CalDistance(((MovsimSystem)sys).movsimPF);
118 }
120 @Override
public AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem runSimulation(double timeStep) {
122 // TODO Auto -generated method stub
this.movsimPF.runFor(timeStep);
124 return this;
}
126
@Override
128 public AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem runSimulationWithRandomNoise(double timeStep , Random rand) {
if (GlobalConstants.TRANSITION_RANDOM_SHIFT)
130 {
// move on x direction
132 movsimPF.shiftTraffic(rand.nextGaussian()*GlobalConstants.SHIFT_X_SIGMA);
// move on y direction
134 double yRoll = GlobalConstants.G_RAND.nextDouble();
if(yRoll > GlobalConstants.SHIFT_Y_THRESHOLD)
136 movsimPF.rollupLane();
else if(yRoll < GlobalConstants.SHIFT_Y_THRESHOLD)
138 movsimPF.rolldownLane();
}
140
if (GlobalConstants.G_RAND.nextDouble() < GlobalConstants.TRANSITION_ACCIDENT_RATE) {
142 //place a random obstacle
movsimPF.placeRandomObstacle(GlobalConstants.G_RAND);
144 }
146 movsimPF.runFor(timeStep);
return this;
148 }
150 @Override
public MovsimMeasurement getSensorObservation(AbstractSpace Space) {
152 return new MovsimMeasurement(this.movsimPF.getSensorReading() ,(MovsimSpace)space);
}
154
@Override
156 public AbstractSpatialTemporalSystem propose(AbstractMeasurement measurement) {
return null;
158 }
160 @Override
public AbstractSpace createSystemSpace() {
162 return new MovsimSpace(movsimPF.getRoadNetwork());
}
164
}
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Source Code A.7. DEVSRoadSystemMeasurement Class
for (int i=0; i< observation.length; i++) {
2 this.observation[i] = observation[i] * (GlobalConstants.random.nextDouble()*0.1+0.9);
//System.out.print(observation[i] + " ");
4 }
//System.out.println();
6 }
8 public double[] getObservation() {
return observation;
10 }
12 @Override
public BigDecimal weightUpdate(AbstractMeasurement measurement) {
14 // TODO Auto -generated method stub
//double[]
16 double[] observation2 = ((DEVSRoadSystemMeasurement) measurement ).getObservation();
double sigma = 5;
18 NormalDistribution norm = new NormalDistribution(0, sigma );
BigDecimal weight = BigDecimal.ONE;
20
//System.out.println("sensor 1 length " + numVehicles.length + "sensor 2 length " + nums2.length);
22 for (int i = 0; i < observation.length; i++) {
if (i % 3 != 1 ) {
24 double dis = Math.abs(observation[i] - observation2[i]);
//System.out.print(dis+ "\t");
26 double normResult = norm.density(dis);
28 double minNorm = 1E-300; // if not doing so, a small value will become 0, and mess up the weight
if (normResult < minNorm) normResult = minNorm;30
//System.out.println("sensor -" + i + " norm dis=" + normDis + "-> L=" + normResult);
32 //System.out.println();
//System.out.format("weight: %5.10f\n", weight);
34 //System.out.println("normResult:" + normResult);
weight = weight.multiply(BigDecimal.valueOf(normResult));
36 }
38 //System.out.format("after multiplication weight: %5.10f\n", weight);
}
40 //System.out.println();
return weight;
42 }
44 }
Source Code A.8. DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment Class
1 public class DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment extends AbstractIdenticalTwinExperiment <DEVSRoadSystem , BootstrapFilter > {
3 static double stepLength = 120;
public DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment() {
5 super();
report = new DataAssimilationSystemReport("","DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment");
7 }
9 public static void main (String[] args) {
List <DataAssimilationSystemReport > listReports = new ArrayList < >();
11 int repeat = 5;
int particleN = 800;
13 int stepN = 15;
15 if (args.length == 1) {
particleN = Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
17 }
19 DataAssimilationSystemReport avgReport = null;
try
21 {
for (int i=0; i< repeat ; i++ ) {
23
DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment exp = new DEVSRoadSystemBootstrapExperiment();
25 exp.runDataAssimilationExperiement(stepN , particleN);
listReports.add(exp.getReport());
27 }
29 avgReport = DEVSRoadSystemReport.averageReport(listReports);
}
31 catch (Exception e)
{
33 e.printStackTrace();
}
35
String resultFolder = "results";
37 File folder = new File(resultFolder);
if (!folder.exists()) folder.mkdir();
39 String filePath = resultFolder+"/Avg_Numberic.txt";
41 // Create file , if not existing
File resultFile = new File(filePath);
43 if (!resultFile.exists()) {
try
45 {
resultFile.createNewFile();
47 }
catch (IOException e)
49 {
System.err.println("Failed to create file: " + filePath);
51 System.exit(1);
}
53 }
55 // Create PrintWriter
PrintWriter writer = null;
57 try
{
59 writer = new PrintWriter(resultFile);
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61 // write error using writer
writer.println(avgReport.getFormattedErrorReport());
63 writer.close();
System.out.println("Saved numeric results.");
65 }
catch (FileNotFoundException e)
67 {
e.printStackTrace();
69 }
71 }
73 private DataAssimilationSystemReport getReport() {
// TODO Auto -generated method stub
75 return (DataAssimilationSystemReport)report;
}
77
@Override
79 protected void reportOnStep(int step) throws Exception {
81 DEVSRoadSystem realSys = ((DEVSRoadSystem)realSystem.getSimSystem()); // the real MovsimWrap object
DEVSRoadSystem simSys = ((DEVSRoadSystem)simulatedSystem.getSimSystem()); // the simulated MovsimWrap object
83 DEVSRoadSystem bestParticleSys = ((DEVSRoadSystem)((SystemState <DEVSRoadSystem >)
particleSystem.getBestParticleBeforeResampling().state).getSimSystem());
85 double currentTime = step * stepLength;
double simError = realSys.distance(simSys);
87 double bestParticleError = realSys.distance(bestParticleSys);
double filteredError = 0;
89 //record state report
ParticleSystemStateReport stateReport = ((DataAssimilationSystemReport)report).new ParticleSystemStateReport();
91 stateReport.setRealsysState(realSys.toString());
System.out.println("Real System state:\n" + realSys.toString());
93 stateReport.setSimsysState(simSys.toString());
System.out.println("Sim System state:\n" + simSys.toString());
95 stateReport.setBestParticleState( bestParticleSys.toString());
System.out.println("best particle state:\n" + bestParticleSys.toString());
97 for( Particle p : this.particleSystem.getParticleSet()){
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
99 DEVSRoadSystem pSys = ((DEVSRoadSystem)((SystemState <DEVSRoadSystem >)p.state).getSimSystem());
filteredError += realSys.distance(pSys) * p.weight.doubleValue();
101 stateReport.addParticleState(pSys.toString());
}
103 //add current error record to report
((DataAssimilationSystemReport) this.report).addErrorRecord(currentTime , simError , bestParticleError , filteredError);
105 //add current state record to report
//((DEVSRoadSystemReport) this.report).addStateRecord(stateReport);
107
// print particle weights
109 System.out.print("SMC =============================== Step" + step + " done! Current time = " + currentTime + " Sim-Error:
" + String.format("%3.4f", simError) + " Fil-Error: " + String.format("%3.4f", filteredError) );
System.out.println(" Memory usage: " + (Runtime.getRuntime().totalMemory() - Runtime.getRuntime().freeMemory()) / 1000000.0
+ "MB");111
if (currentTime > reportTime)
113 {
if(reportError)
115 {
System.out.println("Saving numeric results.");
117 String resultFolder = "results";
File folder = new File(resultFolder);
119 if (!folder.exists()) folder.mkdir();
String testName = this.getClass().getSimpleName();
121 String filePath = resultFolder+"/"+ testName+"PN"+particleNumber+"_Numberic.txt";
123 // Create file , if not existing
File resultFile = new File(filePath);
125 if (!resultFile.exists()) {
try
127 {
resultFile.createNewFile();
129 }
catch (IOException e)
131 {
System.err.println("Failed to create file: " + filePath);
133 System.exit(1);
}
135 }
// Create PrintWriter
137 PrintWriter writer = null;
try
139 {
writer = new PrintWriter(resultFile);141
// write error using writer
143 writer.println(((DataAssimilationSystemReport) this.report).getFormattedErrorReport());
writer.close();
145 System.out.println("Saved numeric results.");
}
147 catch (FileNotFoundException e)
{
149 e.printStackTrace();
}
151 }
153 // report to file system states (average speed) of each particle
if (reportState) {
155
String resultFolder = "ParticleReports";
157 File folder = new File(resultFolder);
if (!folder.exists()) folder.mkdir();
159
String fileName = resultFolder+"/ParticleStateReport_" + String.format("%02d", step) + ".txt";
161
// before writing down the reports , clean up the folder first
163 if (folder.listFiles() != null) {
for (final File fileEntry : folder.listFiles()) {
165 int index = fileEntry.getName().indexOf( ’_’);
if (Integer.parseInt(fileEntry.getName().substring(index+1, index+3)) > step) {
167 fileEntry.delete();
}
169 }
}171
112
// write down the reports
173 try {
175 // Assume default encoding.
FileWriter fileWriter = new FileWriter(fileName);
177
// Always wrap FileWriter in BufferedWriter.
179 BufferedWriter bufferedWriter = new BufferedWriter(fileWriter);
181 //write down the current particle state report
//stateReport = report.stateReports.get(step -1);
183 bufferedWriter.write(stateReport.getFormattedReport(particleNumber));
185 // Always close files.
bufferedWriter.close();
187 }
catch(IOException ex) {
189 System.out.println(
"Error writing to file ’"
191 + fileName + "’");
// Or we could just do this:
193 // ex.printStackTrace();
}
195 }
}
197 }
199 @Override
protected SystemState <DEVSRoadSystem > createRealSystem() {
201 // TODO Auto -generated method stub
Random randReal = new Random(1111);
203 DEVSRoadSystem roadsystem = new DEVSRoadSystem(40 , randReal , stepLength);
roadsystem.getRoadSystem().setCarGenerator(new CustomVehicleGenerator("gen", 600 , randReal , 1200 , 13000));
205 roadsystem.getRoadSystem().addSlowVehicle(5);
//set initial status
207 for (int i=0; i<9; i++) {
roadsystem.runSimulation(stepLength);
209 }
//roadsystem.getRoadSystem().addSlowVehicle(3);
211
return new SystemState <DEVSRoadSystem > (roadsystem);
213 }
215 @Override
protected SystemState <DEVSRoadSystem > createSimulatedSystem() {
217 // TODO Auto -generated method stub
Random randSim = new Random(2222);
219 DEVSRoadSystem roadsystem = new DEVSRoadSystem(40 , randSim , stepLength);
roadsystem.getRoadSystem().setCarGenerator(new CustomVehicleGenerator("gen", 600 , randSim , 1200 , 14000));
221 //Set some initial status
for (int i=0; i<9; i++) {
223 roadsystem.runSimulation(stepLength);
}225
return new SystemState <DEVSRoadSystem > (roadsystem);
227 }
229 @Override
protected BootstrapFilter createParticleSystem() {
231 // TODO Auto -generated method stub
return new BootstrapFilter();
233 }
235 }
Source Code A.9. DataAssimilationSystemReport Class
1 public class DataAssimilationSystemReport extends ExperimentReport {
protected String experimentName = "DataAssimilationSystemReport" ;
3 protected List <ParticleSystemError > errorReports = new ArrayList < >();
protected List <ParticleSystemStateReport > stateReports = new ArrayList < >();
5 public DataAssimilationSystemReport(String filePath , String exprimentName) {
super(filePath);
7 this.experimentName = exprimentName;
//this.particleNumber = particlenumber;
9 }
11 public DataAssimilationSystemReport(String reportFilePath) {
super(reportFilePath);
13 // TODO Auto -generated constructor stub
}
15
public void setExperimentName(String expName) {
17 this.experimentName = expName;
}
19
public void addErrorRecord(ParticleSystemError errReport) {
21 errorReports.add(errReport);
}
23 public void addErrorRecord(double curTime ,double simErr , double bestErr , double filteredErr) {
errorReports.add(new ParticleSystemError(curTime , simErr , bestErr , filteredErr));
25 }
void addStateRecord(ParticleSystemStateReport stateReport) {
27 stateReports.add(stateReport);
}
29 public String getFormattedErrorReport() {
String formattedReport = experimentName;
31 formattedReport += "\nTime\tSimulated Error\tBest Particle Error\tFiltered Error\n";
for( ParticleSystemError r : errorReports)
33 formattedReport += (r.currentTime + "\t" + String.format("%2.4f" , r.simError) + "\t" + String.format("%2.4f",
r.bestParticleError)+ "\t" + String.format("%2.4f" , r.filteredError))+ "\n";
35 return formattedReport;
}
37
public static <T extends DataAssimilationSystemReport > T averageReport (List <T> listSystemReports) {
39 if (listSystemReports.size() <= 0) {
return null;
41 }
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T avgReport = listSystemReports.get(0);
43 for (int i=1;i<listSystemReports.size();i++) {
//error report
45 for (int j=0;j<listSystemReports.get(i).errorReports.size();j++) {
avgReport.errorReports.get(j).bestParticleError += listSystemReports.get(i).errorReports.get(j).bestParticleError;
47 avgReport.errorReports.get(j).currentTime += listSystemReports.get(i).errorReports.get(j).currentTime;
avgReport.errorReports.get(j).filteredError += listSystemReports.get(i).errorReports.get(j).filteredError;
49 avgReport.errorReports.get(j).simError += listSystemReports.get(i).errorReports.get(j).simError;
}
51 //state report: to be implemented
53 }
55 for (int j=0;j<avgReport.errorReports.size();j++) {
avgReport.errorReports.get(j).bestParticleError /= listSystemReports.size();
57 avgReport.errorReports.get(j).currentTime /= listSystemReports.size();
avgReport.errorReports.get(j).filteredError /= listSystemReports.size();
59 avgReport.errorReports.get(j).simError /= listSystemReports.size();
}
61
return avgReport;
63 }
65 public class ParticleSystemStateReport{
List <String > particleStates;
67 private String realsysState;
String simulatedState;
69 String bestParticleState;
public ParticleSystemStateReport() {
71 particleStates = new ArrayList < >();
}
73 public String getFormattedReport(int particleNumber) {
String formattedReport = "Particles:\n"+ particleNumber+"\n";
75 for (String particleString : particleStates) {
formattedReport += particleString + "\n";
77 }
formattedReport += "Real System State:\n" + getRealsysState();
79 formattedReport += "\nSimulated System State:\n" + simulatedState;
formattedReport += "\nBest Particle System State:\n" + bestParticleState;
81 return formattedReport;
}
83 public String getRealsysState() {
return realsysState;
85 }
public void setRealsysState(String realsysState) {
87 this.realsysState = realsysState;
}
89 public void setBestParticleState(String bestState) {
// TODO Auto -generated method stub
91 this.bestParticleState = bestState;
}
93 public void setSimsysState(String simsysState) {
this.simulatedState = simsysState;
95 }
public void addParticleState(String parState) {
97 this.particleStates.add(parState);
}
99 }
101 public class ParticleSystemError{
public double currentTime; // the current time
103 public double simError; // the distance between real system and simulated system
public double bestParticleError; // the distance from real system and the best particle
105 public double filteredError; // weighted average error of all particles
public ParticleSystemError(double curTime ,double simErr , double bestErr , double filteredErr) {
107 this.currentTime = curTime;
this.simError = simErr;
109 this.bestParticleError = bestErr;
this.filteredError = filteredErr;
111 }
}
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Appendix B
PSEUDO CODE
Pseudo Code 5: The DEVS Atomic model of Road Segment
void Initialize() :
passivate() ;
void deltExt (double e, Message x) :
updatePosition(e) ;
int oldSize = listVehicles.size() ;
if (x == vehicle): // vehicle arrives
listVehicles.add(x.getVehicle) ;
else if ( x == number): // Number of Vehicle changes
numberAhead = x.getNumber ;
if ( oldSize ¡ listVehicles.size()): // vehicle number increases in current road
HoldIn(“temp”,0) ;
else if ( !listVehicles.isEmpty)()): // vehicle number remains and vehicle list is not empty
updateSpeed() ;
holdIn(“active”, getNextPassingTime()) ;
void deltInt() :
if (phaseIs(“temp”)): // phase is “temp”
updateSpeed() ;
holdIn(“active”, getNextPassingTime()) ;
else: // phase is “active”
if (!listVehicles.isEmpty()): // vehicle on road
updatePosition(lastEventTime) ;
updateSpeed() ;
holdIn(“active”,getNextPassingTime()) ;
else: // no vehicle on road
passivate() ;
message out() :
if (phaseIs(“active”)): // phase is “active”
send vehicel message to the next road segment ;
send number message to the previous road segment ;
else: // phase is “temp”
send number message to the previous road segment ;
void updatePosition( elapsedTime ) :
double frontPos = segLenth ;
foreach (vehicle : listVehicles)do
double newPos = vehicle.getPosition() + vehicle.getSpeed * elapsedTime ;
/* Determine the new position to make sure rear vehicle cannot pass front vehicle */
newPos = (newPos ≤ frontPos ? newPos : frontPos) ;
v.setPosition(newPos) ;
/* record the front vehicle position */
frontPos = newPos ;
double getNextProcssingTime( ) :
/* Find the front vehicle */
Vehicle vehicle = (Vehicle)listVehicles.get(0) ;
if (vehicle.getPosition() ≥ segLength): // vehicle position is greater than road length
return 0 ;
else: // vehicle position is less than road length
return (segLength - vehicle.getPosition()) /vehicle.getSpeed() ;
